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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS
Plutonium Roundtable Workshops

Compiled by Betty Tabbutt
League of Women Voters of Washington

On October 5th. 6th and 7th, the League of Women Voters of Washington and the Washington Physicians
for Social Responsibility co-sponsored. along with 10 supporting organizations. the Plutonium
Roundtable. The purpose of this forum was to open the public discussion of the policy choices for the
transport. storage and disposal of the nuclear material which will be removed from our weapons arsenal. It
is important for the public to understand the security concerns. the international treaty issues as well as the
health and environmental risks which must be considered in the choices.

The workshops focused on the following topics:
Implications for the Northwest
Proliferation and international cooperation
The spent fuel standard and beyond - relationship to commercial fuel and waste
Development of a farsighted political process - public involvement.

THE ISSUES RAISED AND DISCUSSED DURING THE WORKSHOPS RESULTED IN THE
FOllOWING SUMMARIZED RECOMMENDATIONS:

The public feels that there· should be equity of the nuclear burden and that all nuclear
material, weapons material as well as defense cleanup material should be on the table at the same time for a
reasonable consideration of actions.

The public insists that· cleanup must continue on schedule. Choosing an option for the
disposition of weapons plutonium must not slow or interfere with the process of cleanup at DOE sites.

We should separate immediate actions, short-term actions and long-term actions. In so
doing, we must avoid the ·coldwar mentality of acting without consideration of consequences.

We should question the "clear & present danger" mentality if that leads us to the blind
decisions and no accountability (such as the Cold War decision process). We should cautiously access the
urgency so as to move forward with the appropriate speed. Building a realistic time-line should include
considerations of:

separation of international decisions points from the choosing of options for the US,
present window of political opportunity,
threat of terrorism or problems of security assurance, and
activities of "rogue nations" or horizontal proliferation.

If we keep a focus on both short-term and long-term decisions, we should avoid closing off
long-term options.



for all US nuclear weapons and waste material transport. storage and disposal. (See Public Involvement
Workshop suggestions.)

4. Under IAEA. involve laboratories in both US (DOE labs) and Russia to start development of safeguard
programs.

5. US must declare military excess. Work through IAEA to have Russia (and other former Soviet Union
states) do the same.

6. IAEA (or some other body independent of DOE) should assemble credible numbers on waste types.
volumes/weights, locations.

7. Identify facilities which could be used for plutonium disposition and urge DOE to not dispose of them
lUlti}final, long-term decisions are made.

2. Use as fuel in existing commercial reactors may be a short-term opportunity. However, the wisdom of
giving yet another subsidy to the commercial nuclear industry was questioned.
Information needed: life-cycle costs

where would mixed oxide (MOX) fuel be made?
identify risks.

o
3. Combining plutonium with high level cleanup waste and vitrifying may be an option.
Information needed: how would that change the design/operation of a vitrification plant?

is pretreatment necessary?
costs
identify risks.

1. Assurance of disposal (capacity) for commercial waste and cleanup waste (with or without the inclusion
of weapons material).

2. Long-term institutional controls to secure any and all materials which could be used for weapons. We
need to go "beyond the spent fuel standard"

3. Build a global political climate in which no nations will feel the need to make or hold weapons
plutonium.



Mike.Lowry, Governor
Thomas Grumbly, Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management, USDOE
Nikolai Egorov, Deputy Minister, Russian Federation on Atomic Energy

7:15 Risks and Solutions Panel
Panelists:

Tom Cochran, Natural Resources Defense Council
John Honekamp, Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Arjun Makhijani, Institutefor Energy and Environmental Research
Richard Wilson, Harvard University

8:30 Discussion and questions
Respondents:

Al Conklin, Washington Department of Health
David Conrad, Nez Perce Tribe
Bill Counsil, Washington Public Power Supply System
Mike Grainey, Oregon Department of Energy
Russell Jim, Yakama Indian Nation
Mike Lawrence, Pajarito Scientific Corporation
John Savage, Oregon Department of Energy
J.R. Wilkinson, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation

The Panelists and the Respondents will participate as resource members of the concurrent sessions of the
Workshop.

I) Implication for the Northwest
Facilitator: Lynne Stembridge, Hanford Education Action League (in Kennewick)

Cynthia Sarthou, Heart of America, Northwest (in Seattle)
Resource persons: Arjun Makhijani, Bill Counsil, Mike Grainey/John Savage

2) Proliferation and international cooperation
Facilitator: Dr. Tim Takaro, WA Physicians for Social Responsibility
Resource persons: John Honekamp, Nikolai Egorov, Mike Lawrence



3) The spent fuel standard and beyond - relationship to commercial fuel and waste
Facilitator: Walt Blair, Westinghouse Hanford Company
Resource persons: Richard Wilson, Al Conklin

4) Development of a farsighted political process - public involvement
Facilitator: Merilyn Reeves, League of Women Voters
Resource persons: Tom Cochran, David Conrad, J. R. Wilkinson

10:30 Report from Individual Workshops
Summary of information needed, and values and concerns to be considered.





Values:
1. OPEN public discussion, let the people decide.
2. Start moving forward & get it cleaned up! Beware of "paralysis of analysis."
3. Protect future generations. (May leave not only environmental legacy, but also an economic one.)
4. Must have public accountability.
5. Cleanup must continue, be preserved, enhanced
6. Consider cultural perspectives.

Principles
1. Develop a NW consensus. Bring NW together, unified, meld global impact with local discussions.
2. Don't cut comers.
3. Don't create a bigger mess in dealing with this .

. 4. Protect worker health. Strive for maximum cleanup and safety standards.
5. Use investment at Hanford to solve national problems.
6. Oregon should have a say.

Concerns & Issues
1. Technical minds & solutions may not make the best decisions.
2. Decisions may be made on false sense of alarm.
3. Tensions - regional v. national perspective.
4. Don't make Washington the nuclear garbage dumpster.

Why move it somewhere else? problem is here at one of largest dumps (Hanford). Moving it
prolongs the problem.

US could purchase plutonium from Russia, have the potential here at Hanford. Need to focus and
decide.

5. How to get funding to clean it up, get it done.
6. Future Site Use Working Group v. using land outside the 200 Area - building facilities.
7. We need a national policy and direction.
8. Concern for transportation.
9. Apply NRC regulations to DOE.
10. Timing a concern. Grumbly says one year. Russia and US elections coming.

Infonnation needed:
1. Public needs all the information, including life-cycle costs. Needs all facts and needs to know we will be

using an option that is not perfect.
2. Need more information on comparison between MOX and vitrification options:

retrievability
handling time of plutonium (security risks)
environmental pitfalls.

3. Public needs independent information.

SUiiestionslNext steps
1. Aggressively inform & involve the public

objectively discuss pros & cons of all options & risks
inform them on life-cycle costs
hear from them
coalesce all interested parties
coordinate education
define where we agree
develop a public education coalition - Hanford Advisory Board process?
Board educate constituencies.

2. Find a precedent Show the world we can do it.
3. Consider a combination of options.



Principles:
1. Keep focus on problem as an international one.
2. Make sure plutonium can't be used by terrorists.
3. US needs to do something quickly to demonstrate intent and to reduce risk. Start by declaring military

excess.
-J.. Must recognize rights of other countries to make decisions. US & Russia must lead way to international

cooperation.
5. Address both vertical and horizontal proliferation.
6. Avoid the cold war mentality of "do now without consideration of consequences."

Problems:
I. There is not consensus within each country on future decisions.
2. How can we guarantee protection to states so they do not perceive the need for nuclear weapons? (horizontal

proliferation).
3. Can we devise rules that are self-enforcing?
-J.. Even spent fuel could potentially be used to make a bomb.

Concerns
1. Concern about Russian shipments to/agreements with Iran.
2. There are other materials/devices available to terrorists. plutonium is not obvious first choice.
3. Don't create roadblocks to future decisions/developments.
4. How to deal with countries who don't play by rules.

AiWIDent
1. IAEA most efficient organization for control of proliferation - IAEA capacity should be enhanced by

international community.

SueeestionslNext Steps:
1. Shon-term - US should commit resources to former Soviet Union to help control materials.
2. Disconnect shon-term from long-term to avoid stifling action now.
3. Start arms reduction in very visible way~ credible to third world (and other non-nuclear states.)
4. US Congress appropriation - political commitment.
5. IAEA involvement - funding, Russia-US agreements should be incorporated into IAEA safeguards/protocol.



Infonnation: Pu not highly radioactive/dangerous.
Material becomes same as commercial nuclear fuel (highly radioactive) when used in nuclear power

plant.
Hanford has 11-12 tons Pu at Plutonium Finishing Plant and in spent fuel. .Quantity of Pu at

K-Basin has never been separated as such (dry storage is being implemented).

Spent Fuel Standard Definition: Fuel irradiated enough to make it radioactive enough to discourage use or
diversion. (NAS)

Principle: US needs to lead the way for rest of the world. We' must have international cooperation, going
beyond Russia to involve all nations.

Problems:
1. Russians wish to use Pu to make energy in Russia. We are concerned about security risks.
2. US commercial reactors still use nuclear material and produce waste. US must curtail this waste also.

Still no permanent storage site for power plant waste.
3. Foreign reactor fuel comes to US for treatment.

THREE options:
1. MOX fuel - for Pu pits/rich forms
2. Pulwaste mix - for current high level waste

- for dilute forms
- for recycled scrap from MOX processing

3. Deep borehole - not desirable to public
- slow transport of Pu in environment makes it feasible in theory, but long

term environmental risks a future access makes use uncertain.

OPTION "beyond spent fuel"
- Management with proper institutional controls.

~
1. Are there?

-short term solution (WPPSS plant at Hanford could be used for trial)
-long term solution (choose best option, deep bum or accelerator)

A&reement: Need to indicate to Fed &overnment FMEF is a national resource & should not be disposed of until
a decision on usin& it for MOX fuel has been made.

Further infonnation needed:
-Knowing numbers for sure - how much/where? Independent info. (DOE does its own calculations as

to where materials are)
-Where would MOX fuel be made?
- Is spent fuel safe from bomb-creators?
- is reprocessing a danger because spent fuel can still become weapons material again?



Su~gestions for effective public involvement:
!. balance: Act quickly versus Involve affected people

(reference to DOE fast track & experiences where DOE did force states to accept policies (e.g. SC)
- Commit to consensus (teach people what means/how to do)
- technical/scientific issues shouldn't overwhelm groups (Citing Unsafe at any Speed - book that is readable
- safety, health not be compromised - start education now
- How do people learn? use non threatening approach, keep it simple, direct, listening

2. clarify the problem.- Frame specific questions to gather views, talk about tradeoffs- Evaluate critical
genetic load of radiation on humans

- which is the most clear/present danger we are dealing with.
-ensure those who work with radiation are beyond reproductive age

- pose issues in do-able terms, organize people around specific actions.
- core issues defined - pros & cons given. Identify players (with POC)
- restore/develop process with inturity. ask full questions
- "clear & present danger" not perceived now, not understood. US needs to act first?

3. solutions should come from public not to.
listen to advisory boards, regional, on all issues defining the problem, DOE, ratepayers.

- more communications means listening to each other. Build trust Descriptions of tortuous Hanford process
to build trust, arrive at agreement that site (central plateau) should be "used wisely for waste"

- good models started here - use.
Everyone here (at Plutonium Roundtable) will, we hope, work toward consensus, toward effective public involvement,

because little time exists for public involvement.

4. national dialogues needed (dep'ts need to speak to each other).
- WMPEIS - make comprehensive
- Establish/coordinate multi-level commitment to public involvement
- Governments at state/community levels need to talk with one another

5. media could be used to educate, radio also not all video. Make it enjoyable.
reasonable expectations.

- respect public opinion.
- video tapes available
- expand on Oregon effort

6. Investigate options of getting rid of Pu in near term (too much emphasis on burial options)
- Outreach in international community
- Build on gains, cites involvement in thyroid study.
- Integrate both technical and public involvement efforts,

Concerns & Issues:
1. non-proliferation issues important
2. management of technology important
3. looking to our future, not just five years hence
4. women need to be better utilized on panels, etc.
5.. Public decisions not private process
public decisions need to be reflected so we know they have really listened.
What decisions need to be made? DOE bringing in what & why & where?
6. technical not long term visions expressed last night - ultimate solutions no more plutonium.
political process, where is the money? locking up?
7. Can democracy survive in our technical age?
How can public agree where experts cannot?
need to do something now before a disaster occurs.
Heart of issue is TRUST in politicians.



Elaine Hallmark, attorney-facilitator, is a founding partner in CONFLUENCE NORTHWEST, a firm
limited to providing mediation and conflict resolution services since 1988. She served as Chair of
Oregon's Dispute Resolution Commission and was instrumental in developing Oregon's public policy
dispute resolution program. She is the principal facilitator for the Hanford Advisory Board.

Mike Lowry, Governor of the State of Washington elected in 1992, has previously served five terms in the
US House of Representatives and as member and chair of the King County Council. He taught
government at Seattle University's Institute for Public Service, sharing his experience in the legislative
process. A priority as Governor has been for state agencies to reduce spending and streamline operations.

Thomas Grumbly, Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management US Department of Energy, is
resp~msible for directing all environmental management activities at the Department's nuclear weapons
sites, including waste management operations, environmental restoration, environmental compliance, and
related technology development and demonstration activities. Prior to assuming his appointment to the
USDOE, Mr. Grumbly served as President and CEO of Clean Sites, Inc.

Dennis Korolev, International Relations Committee of the Russian Federation Ministry of Atomic Energy,
will serve as interpreter for Mr. Egorov.

Thomas Cochran, Ph.D. is Senior Scientist with the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and
Director ofNRDC's Nuclear Program. He initiated NRDC's Nuclear Weapons Databook Project. He also
initiated a series of joint nuclear weapons verification projects with the Soviet Academy of Sciences. He
has served as a consultant to numerous government and non-government agencies on energy, nuclear
nonproliferation and nuclear reactor matters. He has served as a member of various federal advisory
boards.

John Honekamp, Ph.D. has 35 years experience covering a broad range of technical, management and
independent oversight functions related to the development, design, construction, testing and operations of
nuclear power plants. He has managed RD&T programs in both DOE and Naval nuclear programs, served
on corporate safety review boards, established and managed independent design and construction quality
verification programs in the commercial sector and managed the resolution of complex technical and
regulatory issues. He is currently Pacific Northwest Laboratory's Deputy Manager, International Nuclear
Safety Program.

Arjun Makhijq.ni, Ph.D., is co-author with Annie Makhijani of Fissile Materials in a Glass. Darkly:
Technical and Policy Aspects of the Dispositjon of Plutonium and Hiihly Enriched Uranium. He is the
president of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (lEER) which "provides the public and
policy makers with thoughtful, clear, and sound scientific and technical studies. lEER aims to democratize
science and promote a safer, healthier environment." Dr. Makhijani holds his doctorate in engineering
from the University of California at Berkeley. He has authored and co-authored numerous studies and
books on nuclear-weapons-related issues.



Richard Wilson, Ph.D., a native of London, has taught at Harvard since 1960 and is now MaJlinckrodt
Professor of Physics. He was a founder and Director of the Energy and Environmental Policy Center at
Harvard, and he was the first Director of the NE Regional Center for study of Global Environmental
Change. He is a founding member of the Society of Risk Analysis, has served on its council, and on the
editorial board of its journal Risk Analysis. He has most recently served on the Panel of the American
Nuclear Society which has published its report entitled Protection and M.ana~ement of Plutonium.

Al Conk/in, is Head of Air Emissions & Defense Waste Section, Division of Radiation Protection of the
Washington Department of Health. He has 19 years of Hanford experience, first with Hanford contractors,
then, for the past 9 years, regulating them in the state Department of Health. He has been closely involved
with nuclear waste management issues, with Hanford's past release of radionuclides, and with the public
on both issues. He currently regulates Hanford and other nuclear facilities for radioactive air emissions
under state and federal Clean Air Acts.

David Conrad is the Nez Perce Department of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Policy
Analyst. He participates (either as substitute for Donna Powaukee or as part of the regular work
assignments) in close to fifteen working group/committees associated with the Department of Energy
environmental management issues. He joined the Nez Perce ERWM Department six months after its
inception, after a year long internship in EM headquarters sponsored through the Council of Energy
Resource Tribes. He has a B.S. in Political Science from Santa Clara University and a master of Science in
Environmental Science and Policy from the University of Wisconsin - Green Bay. Mr. Conrad is a
member of the Osage nation from Oklahoma.

William G. Counsil joined the Washington Public Supply System in 1993 and is Managing Director. He is
responsible for the management of all Supply System activities including the operation of Plant 2 and the
Packwood Lake Hydroelectric Project. He is also responsible for overseeing asset recovery and site
restoration for terminated nuclear plants and Hanford Generating Project, and implementation of
conservation programs such as the megawatt improvement program at Plant 2. His previous utility
experience includes positions with Texas Utility Electric Company and Northeast Utilities.

o

Mike Grainey is Assistant Director of the Oregon Department of Energy. In that position he assists the
Director in the operation of the Department, including energy conservation and renewable resource
programs, siting and regulation of energy facilities, state energy planning efforts, and regulation and
cleanup of nuclear materials. Mr. Grainey helps direct the state's effort on issues related to the cleanup of
USDOE's Hanford Facility. He has represented the State of Oregon on the regional Hanford Advisory
Board and numerous other Hanford related boards, including the National Association of Attorneys
General Task Force on USDOE facilities. Mr. Grainey is an attorney and he has published numerous law
review articles, professional papers and delivered lectures on energy and cleanup issues.

Russell Jim is Manager of the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Program of the Yakama
Indian Nation. He is Chairman of the National Indian Nuclear Waste Policy Committee for the National
Congress of American Indians. He held governor appointments to the Nuclear Waste Advisory Council
and the Washington Commission for the Humanities. Mr. Jim is a board member for the Center for World
Indigenous Studies.

Mike Lawrence has over twenty five years experience in the management of U.S. Government nuclear
programs. He was Manager of the Hanford Site for the U.S. Department of Energy from 1984 to 1990 and
represented the United States to the International Atomic Energy Agency while serving as Counselor for



Nuclear Policy for the U.S. Department of State in Vienna, Austria from 1991 to 1995. He is President and
CEO of Pajarito Scientific Corporation of L'os Alamos, New Mexico which provides nuclear material assay
equipment and services.

John Savage was named Director of the Oregon Department of Energy by Governor John Kitzhaber in
August 1995. The Department is responsible for energy planning, operating the State's energy
conservation and renewable resource programs, siting and regulation of energy facilities, emergency
response planning, and regulation of the transport and disposal of nuclear materials. The Department is the
state's lead agency on all issues related to Hanford.

J. R. Wilkinson has worked for the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation as Program
Manager for the Department of Natural Resources' Special Sciences & Resources Program. Before
working for the CTUIR, J.R. worked in Nevada for three years on Nevada issues including Yucca
Mountain. J.R. is also the'co-founder of Hanford Education Action League (HEAL).





MIKE LOWRY
Governor

Remarks transcribed from videotape

Minister Egorov, we are honored that you are here with us in our state. Welcome. The friendship of the
people of the federation of Russia with the people of Washington state is very important to us, and weare
delighted that you are taking your time to be here with us.

Tom Grumbly, thank you, again, for spending time in Washington state. You have spent much time here.
We appreciate your being here.

Certainly appreciate the time of all of the panel members who are here. Certainly appreciate the time of the
citizens and public who have come for this very, very important discussion. I want to complement
Physicians for Social Responsibility and the League of Women Voters for your leadership in bringing this
before us. And also I want to thank and complement all the other organizations that have also participated
for making this possible.

I think the most important requirement that is in the process of being met is that we do demand that this is
a totally open process and that the public and all the other people be totally involved. And first and
foremost, that is what this forum is doing, what the League and PSR are doing. That ,of course; was not
the past history. That was a past history, frankly speaking, that involved people not many of whom are
the people who are in this room. It is very important as we move forward that this open process that is
representative of of public discussion and involvement continue.

I grew up in a small community where there were 14 in my graduating class. I tell the press on this side of
the state that I was in the top 14 of my graduating class. That was in St John Endicott We actually were
down-winders. My mother believes that my sister's early death by cancer was somewhat attributed to that.
My mother thinks that. I do not know. But I do know that as the wind blew up Whitman Coimty that
there is no question that we, where I grew up, were part of those affected areas of the time behind us.

Now those were all times behind us. And what we are at here today is an exciting new world in which, with
the end of the cold war, the friendship that is developing between Russia and the US and everyone is so
important And we are here to talk about the future.

I think there are things that we should acknowledge going in, and I would like to state as part of the
position of the state of Washington:

First any solution to this challenge that is before us, this important world peace challenge that is before us,
is that it mtist effectively prevent further production and spread of nuclear weapons. that must be part of
the solution and it is the reason why we in the state of Washington, while we clearly have carried much
more than our share of the burden, still are interested in participating, if it is done right, in the answer for
world peace and preventing plutonium from getting into the hands that would be dangerous and making sure
we are moving ahead with that number one objective of effectively preventing the further production and
spread of nuclear weapons. So even though we have carried more that our share, we still are very
interested in making sure that happens.

Secondly, we must luive the principle that any action will protect the peoples' safety and security and the
environment and must minimize risk to the workers and the public. That absolutely has to be a principle
that is addressed, and that, of course, has not been the previous history when the world was in a much
different, more emergency situation.



We must have a real commitment, and this I say especially to our friends from the Department of Energy,
we must have a real commitment to cleaning· up the legacy of plutonium production that we now have.
That 10 metric tons that is here, the 80% of the spent military nuclear waste that is stored at Hanford,
stored in the state of Washington, 80% of the spent nuclear waste stored in our state, there is good reason to
fear it already seeping into the Columbia River, is already a situation of serious danger to our health and to
our environment. And we must have a commitment of the federal government to meet its responsibility of
effectively cleaning up that very, very serious health and environmental danger to the people of the
Northwest as we move ahead on meeting the important responsibility of what we do with the plutoniwn
in dismantling the warheads. That that has to be a given, and we cannot set aside that responsibility of
cleaning up that tremendous dangerous situation we have right now in this state. We cannot set that aside
while we progress on this other one or the state of Washington will adamantly, adamantly fight anything
that does that. We have a responsibility to the health of the people of this state to do that.

And fourth, all states must be a part of this answer. We do have a disproportionate share of the
responsibility that has been placed upon us. All states must be part of this.

And if these conditions are the objectives we can work toward, then we in the state of Washington will look
forward to working with everyone in this room on accomplishing this vital objective of peace in the world.

I want to congratulate you. I want to say the state of Washington is here to work with everyone involved
for accomplishing this objective.

o



THOMAS GRUMBLY
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management

Depanment of Energy
Remarks transcribed from videotape

Thank you very much.· I, too, would like to thank the organizers of this conference, beginning with the
League of Women Voters and Physicians for Social Responsibility, but certainly not ending there.
Without the good work of a lot of organizations including the Sierra Club, University of Washington and
other organizations, this would not have been possible.

I would also like to bring greetings from the Secretary of Energy to the governor of your state, Governor
Lowry and as well as Minister Egorov. We look forward to your visit to Washington after this, and we
look forward to continuing cooperation between the US and the Russian Federation as we deal with this
entire problem.

I think everybody who is involved with this problem understands that plutonium evokes the very strongest
of vi~ws from people, which I'm sure you heard not only yesterday, but will also hear tonight. As most
of us know, there are two basic dangers to this substance, the weapons side, non-proliferation side, of the
things as well as the environmental problems that the Governor talked about. With respect to the
environmental side, I will commit to the citizens of the state of Washington that as long as we have the
kind of partnership with the state of Washington that we do now, that this government will meet its
commitments to cleanup the problems that are at Hanford.

But I think everybody in this room also knows that this issue of what we are going to do with the .
enormous amounts of weapons grade material as well as the waste scraps that contain plutonium is a
problem that really is a tremendous problem not only for ourselves but the rest of our society now as
well as probably for our children and for our grandchildren.

I would like to talk just very briefly for people who are not as familiar as many here are about some of the
complexities of this problem and what the Department of Energy is currently doing about it so you will
have a sense of where your government is on this problem at the moment. I think we understand that the
complexities of plutonium are immense. It exists in several different forms. We have many different
categories, including things called the strategic stockpile which is the actual weapons grade material
involved in potentially dealing with weapons itself, the strategic reserve. We have stuff that is totally
surplus, we have transuranic waste, we have alpha-contaminated low level waste. So we are talking about a
lot of different kinds of !Daterialsand a lot of different forms here.

The issues that are involved are numerous. They involve nuclear safety issues, radiation issues, criticality
and direct radiation issues, the issues of non-proliferation, costs, and the value of plutonium as a fuel, its
value as a nuclear explosive. And furthermore, in the post cold war era, the nuclear danger of excess
weapons plutonium is in many ways more diffuse and harder to manage and more dangerous in many ways
than were the nuclear tensions of the cold war itself.

As you know, this nation produced vast quantities of plutonium during the cold war. Since 1989,
significant quantities of weapons-usable fissile material have become surplus for national defense needs in
both the US and Russia, and further weapons dismantlement, as we are doing now, will o~y increase the
stockpiles of materials we already have. And it really has been almost 10 years since a Republican
Secretary of Energy, John Harrington, said way before the current environment that "the United States was
awash in plutonium." So the efforts to do something meaningful about plutonium is something that is
clearly a bipartisan effort that stretches back over several administrations and will continue into the future.



The President's non-proliferation and export control policy commits the United States to undertake a
comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile materials. In October 1994, the Secretary
of Energy and the Congress together created an Office of Fissile Materials Disposition inside the
Department of Energy to focus on options for the storage of weapons usable fissile materials and for the
disposition of materials that were declared surplus to national defense needs.

And in March 1995, the President declared 200 tons of fissile material to be surplus to the United States
defense needs. The department is contributing to the reduction of nuclear danger by developing strategies
right now and implementing action for both plutonium storage and disposition. Our efforts are focused on
completing a number of analyses of the research necessary to enable informed decision-making on the long-
term storage and disposition of these materials.

We have a whole lot of processes that are underway. They involve not only direct decision making but a
whole lot of things that are done in concert with the National Environmental Policy Act so that it is clear
that whatever decision we come out with will be a decision that not only deals with the weapons side of
this but also deals effectively with the environmental side of what it is that we have to do.

What we have done already is in June of last year we prepared an environmental impact statement on the
storage and disposition of this material. We've held' 12 public meetings around the country between August
and October of 94. We had over 1200 people attend these meetings around the country and literally
thousands of comments and suggestions concerning the proposed scope of what it is that we are doing.
Where we are in terms of the path forward is that we have used all the input we have received during all of
these public meetings around the country, technical analyses by the national laboratories and industry to try
to begin to narrow the options about what we are going to do in terms of long-term storage and disposition
of this material.

We have something that in bureaucratic terms is called a program environmental impact statement that will
evaluate the environmental impacts of alternatives for the long-term storage of this material, and not only
this material but also highly enriched uranium. Fundamentally now we are down to three alternatives and I
think we will hear a lot about this tonight.

o
First, continued storage in existing facilities. Essentially that is the status-quo, and that is something we
have to do as a baseline.

Under the upgrade alternative, existing interim facilities would be brought into compliance with the most
current safety standards for nuclear material storage. And there are five facilities that are still being
considered for this. First is the Idaho National Engineering Lab, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee, the Pantex Site in Texas, Hanford and the Savannah River Site in South Carolina

Under the consolidation alternative, these same sites plus the Nevada Test Site would be considered for
housing a new storage facility for current and future DOE weapons usable fissile material inventory.

One thing we can say for sure is that we are not going to continue to have plutonium at Rocky Hats near
Denver, Colorado. We have really made the decision that Rocky Hats is not the kind of place where we
want to continue to have this material in close proximity to nearly the 2 1/2 million citizens of the city of
Denver.

This past March, the Department issued an implementation plan for long term storage of weapons usable
fissile materials and disposition of plutonium, and in dealing with this we have identified several kinds of
disposition alternatives in tems of what we are going to do in the future. Let me just briefly summarize



And, it may seem funny, but there have been in the past some ideaS in the past that perhaps we ought to
utilize outer space. We have ruled that out.

The alternatives for plutonium disposition really fit into three categories right now, and you are going to
hear a lot about this.

First is burning it in nuclear reactors using MOX fuel. Surplus plutonium would be fabricated into mixed
oxide fuel to be used in existing modified or new nuclear reactor, which would consume a fraction of the
plutonium and embed the rest in highly radioactive spent fuel similar to that produced by commercial power
reactors.

The second would be to immobilize this material. Surplus plutonium would be vitrified or embedded in a
ceramic or other material either alone or mixed with other radioactive high level waste to form glass or
ceramic logs for ultimate disposal in a deep geologic repository. Base cases under consideration right now
include borosilicate glass and vitrification facilities, new ceramic immobilization facilities and an eleetro-
metallurgic treatment at an existing facility.

And the third is geologic disposal. Surplus plutonium in an acceptable form would be placed directly in
suitable canisters and buried in boreholes drilled in the earth or a mined geologic repository.

I think the odds are that a mix of one or more of these options is probably going to be chosen but only
after a great deal of analysis and a great deal more public input as we go down the line.

It is OUl" objective, it is the objective of the US, it is the objective of this administration to try to make
tentative decisions about both the location as well as the technologies to be used for dealing with this by
the middle of the summer of 1996. This is a policy that this administration is not going to shirk from. It
is going to step up to the plate and we are going to make progress against this very difficult problem.

Let me talk just briefly with the Russians and then sit down. In January of 94 Summit at Moscow
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin agreed to task their experts to study joint options for the disposition of
plutonium, taking into account the issues of non-proliferation and environmental protection, safety, and
technical and economic factors. Under the leadership of what is called the Interagency Working Group on
Plutonium Disposition, an initial meeting was held in Moscow in May of 1994 to establish the framework
of this effort. The DOE supported by the national laboratories have assumed the lead technical role in
supporting this joint effort.

At the end of January of this year, specialists from the US and Russia met at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory for a three day exchange of technical presentations on scientific research that has been conducted
on possible plutonium disposition alternatives and on promising prospective investigations. The sides
agreed that their joint activities include a series of technical visits to occur in the course of the group's
work. The meeting and facility visit also served to help strengthen the growing spirit of trust that we hope
will continue to grow between our nations.

In this vein we are organizing, as well, a plu~onium stabilization and immobilization conference in
December with members of the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy and its laboratories. And with that
conference we are trying to build a common understanding of the performance economics and schedules for
deploying immobilization technologies. And our efforts, I think. will provide the President the basis and
the flexibility to initiate the implementation of plutonium disposition efforts either multilaterally or
bilaterally through negotiation or unilaterally.



In conclusion, in many ways I think we all know we are still feeling our way to resolving plutonium
disposition. Even though the future is uncenain on this, the US has an indisputable record of being able
to meet the technical and scientific challenges that it has before it. So I am absolutely confident that this
nation can meet the technical challenges that it will have to meet in order to deal effectively with this.

l)
I think that all of us who are interested in this understand that the greater challenge is resolving all these
issues in a democracy with all the complexities of meaningful and important public panicipation. The point
of our democracy is to try to evolve and to arrive at a reasonable decision together and, as the Governor said,
utilizing as many open forums as we possibly can.

This government, indeed it is the objective of this Secretary of Energy and this President never to go back
to the kind of closed door operations that characterized
the workings of this program prior to the end of the cold war. We have to continue to commit ourselves to
making sure that the process of arriving at a decision is one in which everybody is consulted.

We are going to have to step up to the plate and make decisions. That is the essence of leadership. That is
what you elect people to do. You don't elect us to, frankly, screw around and play games in Washington ..
You.elect us to step up to the plate and make things happen. We are determined in this area, an area that is
very difficult to make progress as we go forward into the future. We are obviously not going to be finished
with this problem in a single step. It won't be completed in this administration, or even the second half of
this administration. It wont be completed in this decade and maybe not in my lifetime to be able to totally
deal with the problem. But we clearly have to begin.

We already have a huge number of bureaucratic efforts that are underway to try to bring this to conclusion,
probably too many efforts for the average citizen to really understand What we need now and what we
.commit to tonight is the need to tie this together in a meaningful way that allows citizens to panicipate in
the process. And to further this goal I am committing with you today and to the Governor of this state to
produce an integrated strategic plan for plutonium materials that will describe how all the various processes
for plutonium waste as well as actual plutonium tie together.

o
Your governor has used quiet diplomacy to try to push for exactly this kind of planning process. He hasn't
raised his voice; he hasn't demagogued this issue. He has been urging us to address this issue in the right
way and, frankly, we should have seen the need for this a long time ago. But sometimes it takes someone
from outside the beltway to tell you that they have a better vision than we do.

So we commit to you that we will try to bring all the things together in a comprehensive fashion so that
the people, not only in this state, but the rest of the states in the United States can understand what we are
going to do, why we are going to do it, and where it will end up.



NIKOLAI EGOROV
Deputy Minister

Russian Federation on Atomic Energy
Translation by Denis Korolev

Remarks transcribed from videotape

Thank you very much to your Governor and ladies and gentlemen. I am very pleased and very grateful for
the opportunity to participate in the second meeting on the most important critical problem for both of our
countries, which I do believe, sincerely, we are to address cooperatively.

In the ministry for Atomic Energy part of my responsibility is to outline the general policy of the country
and the Ministry in all issues related to plutonium. I have spent 23 years at one of these enterprises of our
country which was specifically designed for plutonium production and the last ten years with the Ministry
for Atomic Energy.

Frankly, I do not think that fot many of us present here today could have imagined the possibility for us to
sit around a round table and discuss such a problem several years ago. Fortunately, today we are living in
an ~l together different world and I do believe that people on both sides of the ocean are quite satisfied. so
far, with the general direction of the development of cooperation The fifty years of competition between
our two countries left us with a number of problems, a number of urgent problems, which we shall now
address cooperatively.

Sometime ago we had 13 production reactors in our country, the reactors designed specifically for the
production of plutonium. Right now we have only 3 operating reactors of that type in our country and the
reason for us having these reactors still operating is not that we need more plutonium to be produced, but
that those reactors are producing heat and electricity for communities living in the direct vicinity of those
reactors. However, in accordance with the agreements signed between the US and the Russian Federation
the plan is to shut down those three production reactors by the year of 2000 and, logically, by the same year
we are going to shut down and decommission plutonium separation facilities. The fact is the reason for us
to wait until the year 2000 is. that immediate shut down of those production reactors would leave. us with
the necessity to immediately provide some alternative source of energy for those regions. Right now the
plutonium which is still being generated by those reactors, if I say so, is arrested and is stored directly at the
site of those reactors.

Throughout the 50 years of operation of all the production reactors in the country, we have generated a total
amount of approximately 100 metric tons of weapons-grade plutonium. Thirty metric tons of
plutonium,the so called energy grade or reactor grade, have been produced by means of radio-chemical
separation, reprocessing spent fuel coming from commercial power plants. This is currently being stored at
sites of reprocessing plants. And we estimate another 60 metric tons of plutonium to be in the spent fuel
of nuclear power plants. So if we can compare those figures now with those figures presented by the
esteemed representative of the Department of Energy of this country, we arrive at the conclusion that the
stockpiles in both countries is more or less the same. Which proves the fact that both of our countries are
currently facing the most urgent task of disposition and utilization of that plutonium, at the same time
recognizing the necessity of meeting two standards: the standard of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and
nuclear technology as well as the standard of comprehensive protection of health of our populations as well
as the protection of the environment, and also recognizing the fact that all this work is to be done in the
most cost effective and efficient way.

We are also understanding now that it is almost next to impossible to resolve any of those problems and
meet any of those standards without broad involvement of the public, both in the United States and in our
country. '

If I can now come back to identify the principal positions of the general problem of plutonium disposition
which were adopted in the Russian Federation. I believe it was in short-tenn purposes in both of our



countries in sharing one and the same purpose that is necessary to ensure the safe and secure storage of this
material for a certain period of time that would ensure lack of opponunity for any groups or any panies to
diven the material. To meet that requirement, we have already studied the construction of safe and secure
and ecologically safe "storage facilities for fissile materials, plutonium included, as one of the enterprises of
the Ministry of Health of Chelobnsk and that facility is being constructed on the basis of a design jointly
developed by US and Russian scientists.

I would like to take this opponunity now to thank the scientists and technicians on both sides in the Unites
States and our country for the great amount of efforts which was apparent to develop the design and stan out
the whole work as well as for the effon and work which is being implemented right now. I do believe that
the implementation and finalization of that joint project for the storage facility for fissile materials will
make a major contribution in the further development of our cooperation. And I would like to stress that
this is cooperation in a most urgent and acute problem.

As for the longer term policy of our country in terms of plutonium disposition, we are basing our policy
on the perception, which may sound strange to certain people, but nonetheless is the perception, that
perception is that plutonium is the integral pan of the national assets of the Russian Federation and that
we should make maximum use of that asset. I would say that we, in both countries, have paid too high a
pnce sometime ago to generate and create that material and that is why we must choose the most efficient
way of disposition of this material. That is why the general position of the Russian Federation in terms
of plutonium disposition is that we should use, in the longer-term, that material as a component of the
mixed oxide fuel for commercial power plants. At the same time we are quite aware of the fact that some
other panies may consider other possible option of plutonium disposition, like direct disposal of plutonium
or disposal of plutonium in different forms like vitrified forms or any others.

That is why, summing up the policy of our country, there are several main principles. The first principle
is that we are going to develop in the future the nuclear energy in our country, and we believe that in order
to do that in the most efficient way, we should close up the fuel cycle. The Russian Federation does have
at its disposal tested and well-developed technologies of spent fuel r:eprocessing and plutonium separation
and fabrication of MOX fuel.

o
At the same time we are quite aware of the necessity of saving jobs for distinguished scientists and
technicians who were previously involved in a lot of military-related activities. That is why we do think
that we have sought the sound and comprehensive international cooperation directed at the establishment or
identification of the most cost-effective and efficient way of the utilization of the potential of plutonium. I
am not planning to assure you that we are already all the way into the implementation, but we still feel we
have to stan the first stage of this activity. So far we have accomplished already in our country, in our
reactors, the first test of a pilot fuel assemblies of MOX fuels and the results we have received in those tests
are believed promising.

And to conclude my presentation I would once again like to go through the main problems of the Russian
national program for plutonium disposition. First thing is that in the shon term we are to assure the safe
and secure storage of that material. This storage is to be insured until the time when the material can be
used in reactors. In the meantime, we are planning to develop on the basis of one of the enterprises of the
Ministry of Atomic Energy the Nuclear Energy Center, which will represent a complex of the new
reprocessing plant, the MOX fabrication plants and the storage of several units of fast-breeding reactors.
We understand that all those activities will require a lot of time, significant financial suppon. That is why
we do not believe that we will accomplish this work in the near future;

We are attributing now great imponance to the development of international cooperation first of all with the
United States of America to seek and find the most reliable ways of plutonium utilization. That is why it
was extremely interesting for me to receive the invitation to panicipate at this forum since this is the
easiest way of getting information on the attitude of the general public in the United States of America to
plutonium disposition. We do believe that plutonium disposition problem is a complicated and complex



problem and we think that it will take quite a significant time on both sides and also integration <;Jf
scientists of your country and our country to develop more or less reliable and cost-effective ways of its
solution.

I am glad that I can witness the further development and sound development of this cooperation between our
two countries. And I do believe that the results of this cooperation of our experts on that particular item
will probably make it possible for both the United States and Russian Federation to adjust in a certain way
its policy on plutonium disposition. In the meantime we are to take all the necessary steps in our
countries in order to assure the safe and secure storage of this material and protection of the environmental .
as well as the public.





THOMAS B. COCHRAN
Natural Resources Defense Council

DISPOSITION OF FISSILE MA TERJAL FROM WEAPONS
October 5 - 7, /995

As we move into the twenty-first century, one of the highest priorities of every nation should be the
construction of a truly universal comprehensive and non-discriminatory regime for safeguarding and
permanently disposing of nuclear weapon-usable fissile material, thereby creating a genuine opportunity
for the abolition of nuclear weapons. Important steps toward achieving this goal include:

(a) further deep reductions in the deployed arsenals of all nuclear-weapons states, declared and
undeclared;

(b) declarations, data exchanges, and cooperative verification measures to confirm the progressive
elimination of both operational and reserve nuclear weapon stockpiles, including the permanent
disassembly of nuclear warheads and bombs, the destruction of non-fissile components, and the status of
fissile material components withdrawn from weapons;

(c) secure storage of all plutonium and HEU components withdrawn from weapons under bilateral or five-
power verification pending implementation of arrangements for conversion/dilution to reactor fuel or direct
disposal as vitrified waste;

(d) application in the weapons states ofIAEA or comparable multilateral safeguards to all fissile material
inventories not stored in weapons-component form, and to all facilities with the capacity to use, produce,
separate, enrich, or otherwise process fissile material;

(t) capping and drawing down the world inventories of weapons-usable fissile materials, including a
moratorium on programs for the civil production and use of separated plutonium and highly-enriched
uranium (HEU), with particular emphasis on programs in Russia, Japan, U.K, and France.

Our objective should not only be the abolition of nuclear weapons, but a complete ban on the civil
production, stockpiling and use of weapons-usable fissile materials, with verified declarations and
reductions of existing stocks. Additional plutonium should not be separated for use as a civil reactor fuel
until such time as world energy market conditions justify the added security risk of using it for this
purpose, and stronger international security arrangements are available to mitigate this risk.

Although the United States and Russia are engaged in negotiations on the full range of fissile material
control issues, including an exchange of weapons stockpile and fissile material data, a plutonium
production reactor cut-off, and the purchase of Russian weapon highly enriched uranium (HEU), some of
these negotiations moving at a painfully slow pace and others are bogged down completely. On the U.S.
side progress has been slowed by the enormity of the problem, the reluctance of the Department of Defense
(000) to relinquish militarily useful fissile materials and open U.S. weapons facilities to bilateral
safeguards, and by the slow pace at which the DOE is implementing the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEAP) process for deciding how to dispose of the plutonium. On the Russian side there are the added
problems ofa lack of money and opposition by hard-liners to U.S.-Russian cooperative efforts.



In a separate report I have compiled the current U.S. inventories of nuclear weapons and weapon-usable
fissile material. I As noted in this report the U.S. nuclear stockpile as of 1990 was about 2 I ,500 warheads.
Since then about 30 percent of the U.S. stockpile has been dismantled. The U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile
is currently about 11,000 warheads. Another 4,400 U.S. warheads have been removed from the
operational arsenal and are stored in depots and awaiting dismantlement. Since end-FY 1990 the U.S. has
dismantled about 7,800 warheads, a rate of about 1,550 per year. Over the next five years the U.S. could
dismantle an additional 8,000 warheads. The U.S. operational stockpile scheduled for 2003 will be about
5,000 warheads, with another 2,500 warheads kept in reserve for possible redeployment.

U.s. Department of Energy (DOE) inventory of plutonium is about 98 metric tons (t). Approximately 84 t
is weapon-grade (WGPu) for weapons, and about 15 t is fuel-grade plutonium (FGPu) for civil R&D. Of
the 84 t WGPu, some 64 t is in weapons or intact pits, and the remaining 19 t is in the form of solutions,
scrap and waste materials at the Rocky Flats Plant and other DOE sites. The U.S. plans to retain a strategic
reserve of about 23 t of WGPu in intact pits--roughly 7,800 pits--and has declared that 38 t of WGPu,
including 19 t in roughly 6,300 pits, is in excess of weapons requirements and will no longer be available
for weapons. The other half of the WGPu that has been declared to be excess is the 19 t of solutions, scrap
and waste materials. Thus, only 19 tout of 64 t (30%) of the WGPu currently in weapons or intact pits has
been declared surplus. Under current plans the remaining 45 t (70%) will be retained under START II as
intact warheads or intact strategic reserve pits.

The Soviet stockpile is believed to have peaked at about 45,000 warheads in the mid-1980s/ and has
probably been reduced to about 25,000 warheads today, with approximately one-half operational and the
other half scheduled for dismantlement. Since the warhead retirement rate is probably not much greater
than that in the U.S., the Russian arsenal will exceed the U.S. arsenal into the next century.

The future size of the Russian nuclear weapons stockpile, as well as the precise past and current size, is still
cloaked in secrecy. No doubt Russia will match the U.S. in the arsenal it retains and create a hedge of its
own. Therefore, we can anticipate that the Russians likely will retain at least 7,500 warheads after 2003.

C)

Having declared its willingness to sell 500 t of HEU (~90% U-235) from weapons to the United States,
Russia has in effect declared as excess 3-4 times the amount of weapon-grade equivalent fissile material as
the United States. But then Russia has produced considerably more fissile material for weapons than the
United States.

A. u.s. Plutonium. the national Academy of Sciences adopted several NRDC recommendations related
to the disposition of plutonium, including the commercial "spent fuel standard" as the criterion for
adequate long-term disposition. The U.S. DOE is preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on
Fissile Material Disposition, covering excess plutonium, HEU and U~233 stocks. In its pre-decisional draft
EIS, DOE has retained three categories of plutonium disposal options: 1) direct deep borehole disposal, 2)
immobilization in glass, ceramic, or metal for subsequent geologic disposal, and 3) conversion to mixed-
oxide (MOX) fuel for burning in reactors on a once through basis followed by permanent geologic
disposal. The deep borehole options, including direct emplacement or with immobilization prior to
disposal, are probably not serious contenders, but are carried because they were not ruled out by the
national Academy of Sciences (Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons. NAS, 1994).

As noted in my inventory report, DOE's excess plutonium is found in a wide variety of forms, including
solutions, oxide, residues, and metal. Much of it is not suitable for conversion into MOX fuel, or at least it
would be costly to do so. The Department, therefore, will have to vitrify at least some of the excess



plutonium. The National Academy of Sciences recently proposed that the DOE pursue both the
vitrification and the MaX options, at least for a while. 1 support this proposal, having suggested this
approach last year.

1 believe an attractive option for Hanford would be to hire a commercial firm to build and operate a
vitrification plant at Hanford and for DOE to modify the Fuel and Material Examination Facility (FMEF)
to mix plutonium with defense waste prior to delivery to the commercial firm for vitrification. last year a
development team comprised of the Environmental Corporation of American, Raytheon Company, and
SGNlNumatec, Inc. submitted a proposal to DOE whereby they would construct a copy of the vitrification
plant at La Hague that was designed by SGN and is operated by Cogema. DOE rejected the proposal on
the basis that it would not accept a sole source bid for this undertaking.

Regardless of whether the plutonium deposition option is vitrification, MaX, or both, the plutonium will
ultimately be destined for a geologic repository. The nuclear ind\).stry in the United States is embarked on
a reckless gutting of the licensing criteria for assessing the adequacy of the proposed U.S. repository at
Yucca Mountain in Nevada.

B. Russian Plutonium. The situation on the Russian side with respect to disposal of excess plutonium
looks bleak. As noted above, by our estimates Russia has about 180-200 t of plutonium, excluding that in
spent fuel. About 150-170 t was produced for weapons and is now in weapons, dismantled pits, and in
storage at various manufacturing plants, while about 30 t came from processing civil reactor fuel and is
now mostly in storage at Chelyabinsk-65. Thus, Russia has about twice as much separated plutonium in
weapons and storage as does the United States. Moreover, despite having a plutonium surplus under
inadequate physical security and material control and accounting, Russia continues to separate two to three
tonnes of plutonium per year at three sites. As former Secretary of Energy Herrington once remarked
about the United States, Russia is simply "awash" in plutonium.

This past January the United States and Russia agreed to study the following options for disposing of
Russian plutonium from dismantled weapons: burial in deep boreholes or geologic repositories, burning as
MaX ih LWRs, stabilization, immobilization, and accelerator transmutation. Minatom steadfastly
maintains that it should close its civil fuel cycles and use its excess plutonium as start-up cores for a
breeder}eactor fuel cycle. While we would not necessarily oppose every MaX option for Russia, NRDC
will oppgse any U.S. or Western assistance to dispose of excess Russian plutonium in a manner that would
assist significantly Minatom's efforts to close its civil fuel cycle. Given that Russia's excess plutonium is
also found in a wide variety of forms, including forms that are unsuitable for conversion to MaX,
Minatom would be well served by developing a direct disposal option even if it priority is for MaX.

A. Disposition of HEU from u.s. Weapons. In its pre-decisions draft EIS, DOE has retained as
reasonable alternatives: A) direct sale ofHEU, b) sale after blending to LEU (19% U-235 or 5% U-235),
and c) discard as waste after blending to 19% U-235. Blending to LEU for subsequent sale as power
reactor fuel is the obvious preferred option.

Of the 175 t of HEU already declared excess, 63.2 t has been committed to the United States Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) to be converted into rector fuel. This includes 13.2 t (about 97.3% U-235) that was
produced for naval reactor fuel, but did not meet Navy specs, and 50 t from thermonuclear weapons
secondaries, of which 5 t 70%-enriched and the remaining 45 t is 37.5%-enriched. Blending some of this
material has already begun.

B. Disposition ofREU from Russian Weapons. On February 18, 1993 the United States and the Russian
Federation agreed to the sale of approximately 500 t of HEU (~90% U-235) from dismantled Russian



weapons for use as civil power-reactor fuel in the United States, provided the two sides agree on price.
The full 500 t of HEU could be converted into 15,260 t of LEU (4.4% U-235). An implementing contract
was signed on January 14, 1994 by the USEC, serving as the Executive Agent for the United States. USEC
agreed to purchase the LEU, blended from the HEU in Russia, over 20 years at a rate of up to lOt of HEU-
equivalent per year for the first five years and up to 30 t per year for the remaining 15 years. Until the
United States and Russia consummate the data exchange we will not know the true significance of the
U.S.-Russia HEU deal in terms of its impact on Russia's nuclear weapons stockpile and reserve. To date 6
t of the 500 t of HEU-equivalent will have been sold and several tonnes have already been shipped.)
USEC has ordered 12 t of HEU-equivalent for 1996, but the parties have not yet agreed on the price and/or
payment schedule.

I Thomas B. Cochran, "U.S. Inventories of Nuclear Weapons and Weapons-Usable Fissile Material," NRDC, Revised
26 September 1995.

2 Thomas B. Cochran, Robert S. Norris and Oleg A. Bukharin, Making the Russian Bomb: From Stalin to Yeltsin.
(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1995, p.31.
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CONTROL AND DISPOSITION OF EXCESS WEAPONS-GRADE NUCLEAR MATERIAL
AN URGENT NATIONAL SECURITY PROBLEM

The critical nature of the problems associated with the control and disposition of excess weapons-grade
nuclear material in the former Soviet Union was clearly articulated by former Defense Secretary Les Aspin
and by the national Academy of Sciences.

«The old nuclear danger wefaced was thousands of warheads in the Soviet Union. The new
nuclear danger weface is perhaps a handful of nuclear devices in the hands of rouge states or
even terrorists" - Les Aspin - December 1993

«The existence of this surplus material grom dismantled nuclear weapons} constitutes a clear
and present danger to national and international security" - National Academy of Sciences -
1994

In the past most of the emphasis on nuclear nonproliferation has been on preventing the diversion or theft
of nuclear materials form civilian power programs. In addition, Article VI of the NPT includes the
commitment to pursue an early end to the nuclear arms race and complete nuclear disarmament under strict
and effective international control. To date the efforts to prevent diversion or theft of nuclear materials
from civilian power programs have been effective and we are now in the process of large nuclear arms
reductions by the U.S.· and Russia. In order to capitalize on this unique opportunity it is imperative that we
move quickly to establish the necessary framework to control and dispose of the excess weapons-grade
materials in the US and Russia without compromising our efforts to prevent diversion or theft of nuclear
materials from civilian nuclear power programs.

The challenge we face is to effectively deal with two complex and controversial problems simultaneously.
We cannot allow the lack of full agreement on the disposal of nuclear wastes and the recycle of spent fuel
in the civilian nuclear power area to interfere with establishing an effective framework for the control and
disposition ofthe large and growing stockpiles of weapons-usable materials from nuclear disarmament.

There are clearly relationships between these two issues. However, the magnitude and urgency of the
threat to international security is much different. International controls are in place for the civilian nuclear
fuel cycle that have been effective so far. While some argue that these controls must be strengthened
and/or national policies changes, most of the nuclear materials in question are not an immediate
proliferation concern. On the other hand the materials being removed from nuclear weapons are an
immediate proliferation concern if they are not adequately controlled and disposed of.

I. The large and growing stockpiles of weapons usable nuclear materials from nuclear disarmament are a
major concern to increased proliferation risk. -

2. The highly enriched uranium removed from weapons can be readily dealt with through dilution with
natural or depleted uranium and the programs in this area·must proceed expeditiously.



4. The key elements to any solution for Plutonium must include:
Reciprocity and symmetry on the part of the US
Transparency
Financial assistance to the FSU for secure storage and disposal of these materials.

u
5. It is important to proceed now to resolve this problem, not study it to death or unnecessarily burden it
with the ongoing debates over the civilian nuclear fuel cycle.

o
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From Fissile Materials in a Glass. Darkly

Putting plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU) into forms not easily usable for making nuclear
weapons is one of the most urgent security problems facing the world today. A great deal of the urgency
derives from the severe economic decline that has occurred in the former Soviet Union since the late
1980s. Several political upheavals have accompanied that decline anc;lthe time-scale for these political
changes has been on the order of a year or two. Further upheavals are possible and, if economic decline is
not reversed soon, likely. .

Despite the progress that has occurred between the United States and Russia on many nuclear-weapons-
related issues, neither country has a coherent policy for disposition of nuclear materials. Russia is unlikely
to ac.t without U.S. leadership and reciprocity, especially given the rising nationalist sentiment that has
accompanied economic decline in Russia in the last two or three years. There are already signs that such
sentiments may take the form of Russian government policies favoring preserving large stores of weapons-
usable fissile materials and nuclear weapons, rather than reducing them. I Thus, the U.S. must develop its
disposition policy with an eye to its effects in Russia. Given the danger that a global black market in
weapons-usable fissile materials originating in Russia may develop, it is imperative that the United States
choose a disposition policy and persuade Russia to do the same.

Weapons-usable plutonium also arise from the reprocessing of civilian spent fuel and this must be included
in overall disposition policy. The governments of five key countries - Russia, France, Japan, Britain and.
India - regard plutonium as a valuable long-term energy resource. They continue to operate reprocessing
plants to separate plutonium from civilian spent fuel, but their capacity to use plutonium has lagged far
behind the rate of its production. As a result, surpluses of civilian plutonium continue to mount, including

. in Russia. The United States is the only leading country that has wisely rejected the use of civilian
plutonium because of its proliferation dangers and its high costs. It is therefore the only country that is in a
position to exercise the leadership to persuade other countries to forgo civilian plutonium production, at
least for the time being, and to put all separated plutonium into non-weapons-usable forms.

Low uranium prices and an abundant resource base mean that plutonium will not be an economically
viable nuclear fuel for many decades (if ever) even for those who regard it as a valuable resource for the
long-term. This could provide a basis for attempting to achieve an interim, but universal, halt to civilian
and military reprocessing. U.S. disposition policy must be compatible with exercising the leadership to get
to this goal. An interim halt to reprocessing would allow time for the energy and security issues associated
with plutonium to be negotiated without continuing to separate plutonium in the meantime.

Most studies have advocated that the United States consider the option of turning plutonium into highly
radioactive spent fuel by "burning" some of it nuclear reactors as plutonium-uranium mixed oxide (MaX)
fuel. Despite some advantages of this approach, it would create an infrastructure for the long-term use of
plutonium as a fuel in civilian power plants. This is highly undesirable from a non-proliferation
standpoint, and has no economic advantages whatsoever.

Appropriate institutional arrangements for managing nuclear-weapons-usable materials for the long-term
are needed. The DOE has made great progress on openness at the national level; it created a new office for
disposition of nuclear materials in January 1994. It has a.lso boldly taken the lead in rejecting the
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor, which would legitimize plutonium-based fuels, for plutonium dispos)tion,
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despite pork-barrel pressures to continue funding it. Yet, nuclear weapons spending continues to be very
high. This is evidence that the hold of the nuclear weapons makers, which produced conflicts on interest
regarding health and environmental issues in the past, continues to be strong, despite the end of the Cold
War. It remains to be seen whether the gains of the past few years, and notable of the last two on openness
at the national level, can be generalized throughout the weapons complex and sustained. Accomplishing
that consolidation is essential to successful implementation of disposition policy.
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• The United States should formally declare excess plutonium a security, economic, and environmental
liability, and forswear its reuse in weapons.

• The U.S. should adopt vitrification of plutonium as the strategy for putting plutonium into a non-
weapons-usable form. It should forgo all options that involve the use of any reprocessing or reactor
technologies for plutonium disposition in order to help promote the objective of an interim, global halt to
reprocessing and to discourage the use of plutonium as a fuel in other countries.

• In the next two years, the U.S. should build three or four pilot plants for the vitrification of plutonium so
that any technological problems can be cleared up prior to large-scale implementation, and so that the
choice of the best vitrification technology can be made on the basis of a technically sound Environmental
Impact Statement on vitrification under the National Environmental Protection Act.

• The U.S. should take the initiative in the creation of an international financial guarantee for the re-
extraction of plutonium from glass, should it become an economical fuel in the future. It should link this
guarantee to achieving an interim, global halt to reprocessing and vitrifying all civilian and all excess
military plutonium globally. Appropriate restraints, including public hearings, must be built into this
guarantee so that plutonium is not re-extracted without a clear and unequivocal economic justification. On
no account should plutonium be re-extracted for use in weapons. o
• A reserve oflow enriched uranium (LEU) reactor fuel, created by blending down HEU into LEU, should
be created so that an alternative to plutonium will be available for decades.

It does not appear at this stage that there are any serious technical hurdles to the implementation of this
policy, which is based on combining already commercial technologies. If this policy is carried out from
the beginning with due attention to environmental, health and safety concerns for workers and the
communities near proposed facilities, it should be possible to put all separated civilian and all .excess
military plutonium into non-weapons-usable form in a decade or less once the political decision is made to
do so.

There is no satisfactory solution for plutonium disposition that addresses all important security and
environmental concerns for all time frames. We must choose from a menu of options that are all partly
unsatisfactory in some respects.

• Vitrification of plutonium mixed with gamma-emitting fission products so that the resulting glass logs
meet the spent fuel standard;
• Vitrification of plutonium mixed with depleted uranium, or some other similar alpha emitting element;
• Vitrification of plutonium with a non-radioactive element, such as europium, that would render the
extracted mixture unusable for weapons without expensive and difficult processing.



Vitrification of plutonium alone could also be considered, but it does not appear to present a sufficient
barrier to re-extraction by sub-national groups, and therefore is probably unacceptable from a non-
proliferation standpoint.

The "spent fuel standard" for military plutonium disposition - that is, making plutonium as difficult to re-
extract as it is from civilian power plant spent fuel - would be the most appropriate one for the short and
medium tenn if the only concerns were technical ones of re-extraction difficulty and protection against
diversion. Such a standard for disposition using vitrification is currently unacceptable to countries that are
reprocessing civilian spent fuel because of the very high cost of re-extraction and because vitrification does
not extract any energy from plutonium. The security criteria for evaluation of the choice of a disposition
policy should include the potential of the policy to contribute to the goal of an interim, global halt to
reprocessing and the speed at which all civilian plutonium and excess military plutonium can be put into
non-weapons-usable fonns.

• An option with lower re-extraction costs compared to the spent fuel standard but still high enough to
pose great challenges to sub-national groups should be explored. Such an option may help to further the
goal of achieving a universal, interim halt to reprocessing. If there were financial guarantees for plutonium
re-extraction, should it become economical for civilian power production in countries that are now
reprocessing civilian spent fuel, these countries may agree to vitrify their plutonium. Vitrification of
plutonium with alpha-emitting heavy metals, such as depleted uranium (or other elements with low
gamma-emitting properties belonging to a class of elements calls actinides), or with certain non-radioactive
elements such as europium or gadolinium, are options that could meet this criterion if there are
appropriately high levels of plutonium dilution. The glass so produced should be safeguarded at the same
level as plutonium pits or nuclear warheads. (Pits are the metal spheres that fonn the nuclear triggers of
warheads.) This option by itself will not meet the spent fuel standards, especially so far as resistance to
diversion is concerned.

• One way of achieving the spent fuel standard and still having a disposition policy that is compatible with
policies-,needed for an interim halt to reprocessing would be to vitrify plutonium with rare earths or
actinides first and add a gamma-emitting fission product, such as cesium-137, to the canister (instead of
adding fission products to the glass). This would provide the same high resistance to theft as spent fuel and
also greatly reduce the amount of fission products for achieving it compared to the option of mixing fission
products in the glass itself. As a result, worker exposures and other health and environmental risks may be
lower compared to other spent fuel standard options. A feasibility study and laboratory experiments should
be initiated to examine this option. This option appears to be the most promising of all the options that we
have examinedfor achieving the principal disposition goals to the maximum feasible extent .

• The U. S. should address disposition of plutonium scrap and residues as part of its overall plutonium
disposition plan. Because of proliferation concerns, it should rule out all options for processing of residues
that, in practice, promote development of reprocessing technologies, such as pyroprocessing. The
inclusion of residues in disposition policy will also be very important for non-proliferation and materials
accounting in Russia. The U.S. should stop funding the development of pyroprocessing even as a
plutonium disposition option. One pilot plant for plutonium vitrification should be devoted to the problem
of processing scrap and residues. According to our preliminary evaluation the use of a new technology for
direct vitrification of residues, developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, appears to be a promising
choice for this plant.

• The use of the existing vitrification plants at Savannah River Site, South Carolina and West Valley, New
York, present severe. practical difficulties. A feasibility study to examine the use of the plant at Savannah
River Site for plutonium vitrification at the time when the me Iter is scheduled to be replaced should be



initiated. The start-up of these two plants for high-level waste vitrification should not be delayed because
of their potential use for plutonium vitrification.

• The security problems arising from plutonium cannot be fully resolved even in theory until there is a halt
to nuclear power, since nuclear power plants generate plutonium. The U.S. Department of Energy should
initiate a fresh evaluation, with full public participation, of the long-term security issues arising from the
use and spread of nuclear power plants in light of the severe practical difficulties that have arisen in
considering disposition of excess military plutonium.

• Unlike plutonium, HEU could, in principle, be blended down to provide an economical nuclear power
reactor fuel substitute for uranium from mines, so long as there is a market for such fuel.

• The use of LEU made by blending down HEU as a substitute for mined uranium has a number of
environmental advantages, such as preventing the accumulation of new radioactive mill tailings and saving
energy used in uranium enrichment. These advantages can be realized only if blending is done in strict
conformity with U.S. health and environmental laws. It should be noted that this conclusion assumes that a
substantial fraction of existing nuclear power plants will continue to operate for at least the next decade-
and-a-half or so. It does not address any environmental or economic issues associated with continuing to
run particular nuclear power plants relative to implementing efficiency measures and/or building other'
types of power plants to replace nuclear capacity.

• The potential re-enrichment of LEU, especially using gas centrifuge technology, will continue to pose
proliferation risks even after HEU is blended down.

• The potential advantages of using LEU derived from HEU are partly offset by the realities that U.S.
blending down capacity is at present small and verification provisions in Russia to ensure that HEU is
actually being blended down are not in place. As a result, storage of HEU in the United States and Russia
will continue for a considerable time unless the pace of implementation is increased. Long storage periods
increase security risks from potential black-market sales, notably of Russian HEU. Greater capacity for
blending down HEU is needed in the near-term if the blending down option is pursued.
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• The U.S. should adopt a policy of reciprocity vis-a-vis Russia as regards HEU disposition policy. This
will lead to a more equitable and secure reduction of a larger portion of global HEU stocks than planned
under the current U.S.-Russian agreement.

• Vitrification of HEU as an interim measure may reduce security risks arising from the potential for black
market sales. However, it may also make the future use of LEU derived from vitrified HEU uneconomical
relative to LEU from mined uranium. Prior to choosing an option, the DOE should include in its
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on disposition of fissile materials a careful evaluation, with
full public participation, of the security and environmental concerns of extended HEU storage compared to
conversion of larger amounts of HEU to LEU and vitrification of much or most HEU.

I Lydia Popova, Director, Nuclear Ecology Program, Socio-Ecological Union, Moscow, oral presentation to lEER
National Symposium on Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials held in Washington D.C. on November 17 and 18, 1994.
See also Associated Press wire story on Russian nuclear scientists' views, November 3, 1994.



RICHARD WILSON
Harvard University

Position Submitted From
PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF PLUTONIUM

American Nuclear Society Special Panel Report
August 1995

The world must protect plutonium and mange the ability to produce it for the indefinite future. This is true
regardless of whether or not we use plutonium as an energy resource. Our study examined the issues
arising from the need to protect and manage plutonium arising both from the dismantlement of nuclear
weapons and from civil nuclear power activities. It was not, however, an in-depth study of the future
demand for nuclear energy, or of many of the issues that would arise from the large-scale use of breeder
reactors.

I. We strongly support conversion of all plutonium now scheduled for release from U.S. and Russian
weapons stocks toa form in which it is protected from theft or seizure by intense radioactivity (the "spent
fuel standard"). Since this conversion will at best take a few years to complete, immediate emphasis must
be placed on the assurance that all unconverted materials are protected as securely as when they were part
of the active weapons stockpile. We urge that higher priority and attention be devoted to assuring that this
standard is being met.
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2. We reCommend prompt implementation of the reactor irradiation option for disposition of surplus U.S.
and Russian weapons plutonium, employing available reactors in the United States and Russia, or in third
countries:

3. The time schedule for both initiation and completion of conversion should be shortened. Both dates are
important, but emphasis should be placed on the earliest possible initiation.

4. To assure and demonstrate the irreversibility of the weapons-reduction process, all released plutonium
in the United States and Russia should be placed under international safeguards as early in the disposition
process as possible.

5. Improved efficiency of energy generation and use will continue to constrain energy growth in the
industrialized countries, but energy demand, especially for electric power, is increasing steadily in the
developing countries. We cannot expect and should not wish these countries to forgo the benefits of
abundant energy that the industrial world has enjoyed for so long.

6. All sources of energy - fossil fuels, renewables, and nuclear - as well as improved efficiency, will
have to be drawn on to meet the expected growth in demand in an environmentally acceptable manner.
The use of nuclear energy will take place primarily in industrialized countries, making fossil fuel more
accessible and affordable for use in the developing world.



7. Currently proven reserves of reasonable priced uranium are insufficient to support a long-term, major
contribution of nuclear energy to meeting world energy demand. Additional reserves will undoubtedly be
discovered, but there is no law of nature that assures that the rate of discovery will match increased demand
at prices that will allow continued reliance on power reactors that utilize only about 1 percent of the
available energy in uranium. Breeder reactors, which allow virtually complete use of the energy of
uranium or thorium, can overcome this limitation, but we cannot predict with certainty when or whether
the use of breeder reactors will become necessary. The Panel had a range -of views on the probable timing
and even the certainty of the requirement for breeders.

8. We believe that the general level of breeder development being carried out in Japan, Russia, Europe,
and, until its recent termination, the United States, was adequate until the timing for need of the breeder
becomes better defined. The issue of the proper level and structure of development on the breeder and
other advanced reactor systems calls for further assessment. We urge that this be undertaken.

9. The recent U.S. decision to stop all development work on reprocessing and the breeder resulted in
severe limitations on a promising approach to a proliferation-resistant fuel cycle and the termination of
important work on liquid metal reactor technology. This decision should be reversed.

10. -Three fuel cycle options are possible: the once-through cycle, with permanent disposal of spent fuel;
the once-through cycle, with retrievable storage of spent fuel pending a decision on how to treat spent fuel;
and the recycle fuel cycle. Regardless of the option chosen, the development of permanent waste
repositories is essential, since these will be need for either spent fuel or fission product waste disposal.
Since spent fuel placed in permanent waste repositories must remain retrievable for at least several decades
to ensure safety,the first two options are, for practical purposes, equivalent, for the time being.

11. We see no need for international uniformity in selection of fuel cycle options. We believe that the
recycle option is appropriate for countries with excellent nonproliferation credentials and an economic
basis for selecting this option. Where recycle is utilized, accumulation of separated plutonium should be
avoided by recycling recovered plutonium at the same rate it is recovered.

12. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is effectively safeguarding civil reprocessing plants
and related plutonium recycle facilities. The IAEA should, however, place increased emphasis on
containment and surveillance and other nonaccountancy safeguard measures.

13. The international community has a legitimate interest in the adequacy of national measures for
protection of nuclear materials against subnational threats. The IAEA should be called on to review the
adequacy of these measures and to assist in their strengthening. We recommend the adoption of an
international convention to this effect.

14. It is essential that the IAEA be assured of the financial, technical, and manpower resources and the
political support necessary to carry out its increasingly vital tasks.





ALLEN W CONKLIN
Washington Department of Health

• The disposal option, when approved and begun, must proceed with current technology, and not with the
ultimate hope of future, and yet undeveloped technology.

• Whatever option is chosen must not jeopardize public health in any ~ay, must not adversely impact the
environment, must meet all applicable environmental regulations and must not affect the Hanford clean-up.

• Safeguards and security must be sufficient to ensure and convince the public that the plutonium will not
be susceptible to terrorist acts.

• When an option is ultimately chosen, it must have the full involvement of local and state government, of
the general public and Indian Nations whose ceded lands and peoples may be impacted.

• There must be follow-through. There must be a commitment from the Department of Energy and
Congress that, once started, it will proceed to completion.



DAVID CONRAD
Nez Perce Tribe

Department of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Introduction
The Nez Perce Tribe has been involved in nuclear waste issues since 1987 and the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP). Nez Perce involvement has always been somewhat constrained by the level of funding
and the enormous task of wading through Department of Energy documents. Since 1992, however, the
Nez Perce Department of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ERWM) has been
attempting to define its own agenda. The way of the past was to provide input to decisions that were
almost complete, we did so in a fashion that resembled a snap judgment. These decisions were mainly over
aspects of different regulatory documents or the accuracy of data. Plutonium, however, provides us with a
different challenge. We face this challenge knowing that funding constraints will again playa major part
of our ability to participate in a politically and technically credible manner. We are also aware of a basic
lack of understanding of why the Nez Perce Tribe is involved with nuclear issues at all. The plutonium
question is therefore a challenge and an opportunity for the Nez Perce Tribe to develop a dialogue with
tribal members, and at the same time educate those who would have Nez Perce input about the tribal
decisionmaking process and mechanisms.

To answer the questions posed by plutonium, however, we are again entering a dialogue that has already
begun, but there are those who are calling for a wait and see attitude. This track would give the ~ez Perce
Tribe, and other Indian tribes the time to discuss this topic and provide considered, and therefore more
valuable input. The Nez Perce Tribe Department of Environmental Restoration and Waste management
sees a need for such a dialogue among Indian people. The problems with such an approach will be laid out
in more detail below as part of the discussion of the plutonium question.

Tribal Dialogue
Who, in their daily lives, comes into contact with the question of plutonium disposition? I would venture
to say that most people can not distinguish between plutonium and uranium let alone how they can be
handled and disposed of safely (or be disposed of at all). Yet the democratic principles we all adhere to
demand that these have a say in what happens to this material. The longest lived radioactive materials are
accompanied the highest obligation to solicit input regarding their disposition.

Accompanying the current dialogue is the need for long-lived social mechanisms to continue the dialogue
and maintain the technical expertise and appropriate technology. The ethical implications of hiding facts
and/or materials from future generations are too heavy for us to take on by ourselves. We must commit
ourselves to imbed an accurate factual consciousness of plutonium and other long-lived radioactive
materials in our society, so that people do not forget what they are, where they are, and how to deal with
them if they should come into contact with them.

Tribes need to enter this dialogue as much as everyone else, however, the road to this involvement is
fraught with political and social difficulties. Indian people have been on this continent for over ten
thousand year, and plan to be here for at least that long into the future. Today's society in the United States
finds Indian people tied to certain areas of land called reservations, many of these reservations are located
in what were commonly thought of as wastelands, or areas of little exploitable natural wealth. Tribes find
themselves today in the position of having some of the last energy resources in the U.S. and close to areas
currently being used or considered for all types of radioactive waste disposal. So there exists a push to
exploit Indian reservations for their resources and leave behind something no one wants, radioactive waste.
So, one can see part of the picture faced by Indian people in the context of this dialogue. What many



Indian people see is a larger society who wants to take, take, and invent ways to take more, while at the
same time coming up with ways to leave behind things they can not deal with. (
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This situation has given rise to a movement of anti-nuclear sentiment in Indian country, and rightfully so,
however, even those of us who attempt to participate in the decisionmaking process for the betterment of
our Tribes are sometimes viewed as being tainted by the nuclear money. At the same time we are viewed
as a cumbersome political necessity by many in the technical world of nuclear waste management and are
consequently "ghetto-ized" into the dark comer of "public participation."

The Nez Perce Tribe is not the public. Tribal governments have duties and obligations to their tribal
public. If tribal governments can have the time and some limited resources they can facilitate a dialogue
within their tribes to discuss a position of the disposition of plutonium. As of today, I doubt if many tribes,
as a whole have even asked the question of "who, what, where, and how" to dispose of plutonium. Many
tribes who rely heavily on their elders for wisdom and direction do not have words for plutonium and the
other technical aspects of the question. For the Nez Perce tribal government to even ask the question of
their constituents, we must develop a way to make the question culturally relevant to our people. Tribes
need a dialogue about plutonium disposition, but we must do it in a way that employs appropriate cultural
mechanism to guarantee fairness and openness.

How the question is asked is sometimes almost as important as the question itself. The tribal dialogue on
plutonium disposition can be an attempt to transfer some tribal wisdom, about the democratic process and
establishing low-tech longevity of information within a society. We must carefully ask the whole question
of plutonium disposition in a way that shows the respect that we have for those we are asking. A carefully
asked question will hopefully elicit a carefully considered answer. Perhaps tribes well not be willing to
share the whole answer(s), or may not give the answer(s) the U.S. wants to hear, or may even give an
ambiguous answer(s) that can stimulate further dialogue that can lead the U.S. to a better solution. In any
case, it is a question, we feel, we must ask of our tribal publics, and one that will prove to be very useful. o
Briefly, to summarize, the Nez Perce Tribe can begin the dialogue within the Tribe and with the United
States, and eventually with the international community with the following assumptions:

• The Nez Perce Tribe has standing to participate in the dialogue. Tribes, in general, are affected by
construction and production and testing of nuclear weapons. The Nez Perce Tribe has treaty, regulatory,
and other interests that will be affected by likely treatment, sto\'age and disposal technologies and their
applications.

• The Nez Perce Tribe, as is the case with most of Indian Country and the rest of America, are generally
ill-prepared to participate in the dialogue on plutonium treatment, storage, and disposal in a meaningful
manner.

• The Nez Perce Tribe is not aware of the different approaches to plutonium treatment, storage, and
disposal options being considered in the international community.

• The U.S. Department of Energy has an obligation to prepare the Nez Perce Tribe, and Indian tribes in
general, to participate in the dialogue.



The Nez Perce Tribe requires the information on environmental, health, financial, geographical. and other
consequences of the various plutonium treatment. storage, and disposal technologies proposed by the U.S.
and the international community. The Department of Energy should make such information available to
the Nez Perce Tribe in order to begin a dialogue that can be a positive example for other tribes and
intertribal organizations of a tribe tackling the plutonium question.

• The Nez Perce Tribe must carefully craft the international plutonium question against the array of tribal
cultural, traditional, treaty, governmental, and other interests in order to develop a meaningful position for
plutonium treatment, storage, and disposal options.

• It may be that none of the current treatment, storage, and disposal options are acceptable to the Nez
Perce Tribe, or other tribes, and that we will instead establish criteria for treatment, storage, and disposal
options.

• Additionally, the Department of Energy "and other players in the plutonium arena should establish
education and training programs, such as internships or temporary assignments, on plutonium treatment,
storage and disposal technologies for tribal staff.



WILL/AMG. COUNSIL
Washington Public Power Supply System

Comments to the
Plutonium Roundtable,

Tri-Cities & Seattle, Washington,
Oct. 5-7, 1995

The Washington Public Power Supply System is in a distinct position to assist the U.S. Department of Energy
in pursuing one of the most timely and credited methods for disposal of 50- I00 metric tons of excess nuclear
weapons plutonium. The Supply System is the state of Washington's only operator of a commercial nuclear
power plant, which is located on the DOE's Hanford site.

The DOE is completing an Environmental Impact Statement on the treatment and disposal of the nation's
excess weapons-grade plutonium from U.S. stockpiles, and is expected to anriounce a preferred method of
treatment in the fall of 1996. The National Academy of Sciences, in numerous studies, has consistently
concluded that using plutonium as fuel in nuclear reactors is one of the safest, most viable, and most timely
methods for converting plutonium into a form difficult to recover for weapons use. Vitrification of the
plutonium is also considered by NAS to be a viable treatment. Recently, the NAS announced that both reactor
and vitrification options should be pursued simultaneously to expedite the development of these treatment
methods.

As such, the Supply System has taken a leadership role to offer the U.S. government two important avenues
for disposal of excess nuclear weapons:

• First, by offering a comprehensive program to fabricate and test up to eight new fuel assemblies in
Plant 2 that contain a mixture of plutonium and uranium (mixed oxide fuel, or MOX). The testing
would be done to confirm that current technology is suitable for safely operating U.s. commercial
nuclear power plants with MOX fuel - which currently is used in 15 power plants in Europe, with 15
additional plants in Europe slated to.use MOX fuel by the year 2000. All U.S. reactors are designed
to operate using MOX fuel. This test program also would provide data to determine the performance
of the plutonium in the fuel assemblies, which for disposal purposes would be greater than is
currently used now in MOX fuel.

• Secondly, the Supply System announced in 1994 its concept for fueling one or both of its nuclear
power plants at Hanford with MOX fuel to dispose of the surplus weapons-grade plutonium. Called
the Dual Purpose Concept, the proposal includes Plant 2, in commercial operation since 1984, and
WNP- I, a 65-percent complete plant.

There are many benefits to the Supply System's proposals to assist in the disposal of the nation's excess
weapons plutonium, among them:

• A timely method for gathering needed information to calculate, test, and license new designs for
MOX fuel assemblies. If the DOE were to concur with the Supply System's proposal by December
1995, the new assemblies could be tested in Plant 2 as early as the spring of 1998.



Because Plant 2 is a boiling water reactor, no costly modifications would be needed to test the mixed
oxide fuel assemblies, thus reducing the cost of the test program and allowing for test data to be'
gathered more quickly.
The process for testing and licensing a mixed oxide fuel assembly is the same process for licensing
fuel assemblies containing uranium, currently used in U.S. commercial reactors.

• Both Supply System proposals provide the DOE and Department of Defense with cost-effective, safe
and efficient ways of using reactors to reduce U.S. stockpiles of weapons-grade plutonium.

• The concept to use Plant 2, and possibly WNP-I, keeps the generation of electricity with MOX fuel
at one location--the Hanford site--which is dedicated to nuclear operations and waste clean-up.

• The federal Bonneville Power Administration would receive the power from Supply System plants
using MOX fuel to supplement generation from the hydrooIectric system, which has been
significantly impacted due to low water levels and fish conservation programs.



MIKE GRAINEY, Assistant Director
Oregon Department of Energy

The Oregon Department of Energy with the Oregon Hanford Waste Board is now conducting meetings in
18 cities throughout Oregon to determine what issues regarding plutonium storage or disposal are of
greatest concern to Oregonians.

We I:ecognize the importance of this issue to the region and to the nation. We have made this known as we
have undertaken an intensive and unique public process to hear Oregonians' concerns.

We have had widespread participation through the use of meetings with civic groups, focus meetings of
community leaders and public meetings to assure widespread and meaningful public involvement on this
critical question. The final results of all of our meetings with Oregonians will be announced at the October
24 meeting of Oregon's Hanford Waste Board in Portland.

The State's fmal position will be developed after an intensive technical review of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement when the U.S. Department of Energy issues that document in 1996. However, there are
some principles that will guide us in our review, principles important to the people of Oregon which we are
hearing in our public meetings.

At the meetings we have held so far, we have heard consistently the following major themes, which also
reflect the concerns of Governor John Kitzhaber and the Oregon Hanford Waste Board:

I. Continuing the cleanup of the nuclear weapons wastes already at Hanford is absolutely critical. No
decision should be made regarding plutonium disposal or any other waste handling issues that wilI slow the
cleanup effort or divert funding or resources from cleanup of Hanford.

2. No decisions should be made regarding the storage or disposal of plutonium or other nuclear weapons
wastes that make the difficult job of Hanford cleanup even more difficult.

3. Shipments of any radioactive material into or out of Hanford must be done safely. Virtually all
shipments into and out of Hanford travel for at least 200 miles through Oregon. USDOE must provide
adequate resources to the state for effective emergency response capabilities in the event of a shipping
accident. USDOE must also work closely with the state to assure that accident prevention measures are
fully taken into account. These measures include avoiding shipping in bad weather, notification to the state
of the timing and type of shipments, standards for shippers and other preventive actions.

4. Finally, and most important, Oregon must be given a full seat at the table in decisionmaking at Hanford.
Oregon is vitally affected by decisions on nuclear weapons waste handling, transport and disposal.
Oregonians insist on more than an advisory role to assure their interests are fully taken into account at
Hanford.



Underlying these points is another fundamental concern, which has been a long-standing position of the
Oregon Department of Energy and the Oregon Hanford Waste Board. Any facility or process chosen to
store or dispose of plutonium, regardless of where it is located, must comply with all federal and state laws,
including laws to protect the health and safety of the public, worker safety measures and prevent
contamination of the environment. We must not repeat the mistakes at Hanford and at other federal
facilities of exempting these facilities from accountability in the name of national security. We must not
pass on to the next generation the problem of cleaning up a plutonium disposal facility exempted from
environmental and safety standards in the name of national security.
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MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Pajarito Scientific Corporation

PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION: A GLOBAL COMMITMENT AND RESPONSIB[LITY
September 25. [995

After nearly fifty years of producing tons of plutonium and highly enriched uranium, the United States and
the Former Soviet Union are dismantling tens of thousands of nuclear weapons. These countries are faced
with the task of ensuring to each other and to all Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty signatories that this
material will never again be used in nuclear weapons. The recent indefinite extension of the NPT would
never have been possible without the commitment of the major nuclear weapons states to live up to their
treaty obligations with the ultimate objective of eliminating nuclear weapons altogether. Despite its
imperfections, the establishment of the NPT has provided the legal basis to detect and prevent nuclear
proliferation, and its indefinite extension is a major accomplishment.

There is general agreement that excess highly enriched uranium can be blended down into low enriched
fuel for use in nuclear power reactors. The blending process alone is considered adequate to render the
uranium unusable for nuclear weapons since the enrichment needed to return the blended material back up
to weapons grade, is the same for either fresh fuel or blended weapons uranium. Plutonium disposition
options however are not readily agreed to. Since there is no ready supply of non weapons plutonium (such
as plutonium 240) which could be used to dilute and denature plutonium, and even reactor grade plutonium
can be fashioned into a crude nuclear device, a blending approach similar to uranium is not considered
acceptable.

Plutonium can be made into power reactor fuel and burned up in a reactor. Ample experience exists in the
fabrication and use of mixed oxide fuels containing plutonium. While the economics of using mixed fuels
are not considered favorable, at least by the U.S. and especially in the near term, several countries use or
plan to recycle plutonium as a matter of strategic national policy. While the United States has no such
policy or strategy, Russia does plan to recycle plutonium both from spent fuel and excess weapons. The
United Kingdom, France, Japan, China and several Western European countries also support plutonium
recycle.

The United States plans on direct disposal of spent power reactor fuel. Direct weapons plutonium disposal
in a geological repository in a glass .form is under consideration. This would be difficult to recover and
would be inaccessible for diversion except under extreme and easily detected means. [t is questionable
however if it would satisfy the requirements of other countries since it is reversible. [f Russia is physically
destroying their excess plutonium they are not likely to settle for anything less on the part of the United
States. Even if the Untied States could convince Russia not to recycle but to store and dispose of vitrified
plutonium, it is questionable if the non nuclear weapons state would be agreeable.

The burning of plutonium in the United State would create a number of problems. First, it is not part of
fuel cycle plans for commercial reactors. The regulatory basis and facilities, both fuel fabrication and
reactors, to enable plutonium burning to occur would have to be provided. There is no current economic or
energy driving force for the U.S. plutonium utilization and there is substantial public opposition. But the
objective of plutonium burning would not be wide scale commercial utilization of plutonium for power
production, but the destruction of excess weapons plutonium so that this material could never be used in
nuclear weapons. Facilities to dispose of the plutonium under any option, including vitrification, would
have to be provided with the accompanying regulatory requirements and environmental impacts and risks.
Both options, burning or disposal, would require tight government control and security as well as
internati<:>nalsafeguards by the [nternational Atomic Energy Agency.



Given these considerations, the burning of plutonium has the advantages of fim, destroying plutonium and
making it impossible to use for future weapons; ~, being consistent with the plans of Russia and
other major nuclear countries; thinl, being irreversible and therefore, acceptable to other non nuclear
states. fuw::th, can be accomplished based upon existing technology and fifth, power produced as a by
product of burning can be used to offset some of the costs of plutonium destruction.

There are several locations in the United Stated where plutonium burning could be performed. It would be
desirable to choose a location that would minimize transportation, further plutonium contamination, and
new facility construction. Independent regulatory control should be required and international safeguards
by the IAEA are essential. The pace at which the plutonium is destroyed, in my opinion, is not as
important as beginning to make a start on the destruction.

The Hanford site has the facilities and experience to bum excess weapons plutonium in the next five to ten
years but radically strengthened oversight and controls would be necessary. Other sites also have many of
the same capabilities. Washington State has borne a large portion of the impact, both negative and
positive, from past plutonium production. It has the capability to also playa major role in the solution to
the plutonium disposition problem.

Regardless of which plutonium disposition option is chosen. and which location is selected, the United
States has international obligations to greatly reduce its nuclear stockpile and permanently render its excess
weapons material unusable for future weapons use. The U.S. cannot unilaterally select which option it will
pursue, but must meet the approval of Russia and the international community. Strict safety regulations by
an independent authority and safeguards by the IAEA are a prerequisite. The benefits from prompt and
permanently beginning to destroy excess nuclear weapons m£lterial are too great not to pursue with the
same determination and urgency as the Manhattan Project.

o



RUSSELL JIM
Yakama Nation

Environmental Restoration/Waste Management Program

The Yakama Nation (YIN) considers the NEPA process as a major component to be included in the
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PElS) in the disposition of Plutonium along the lines of
Environmental Justice and political equity issues. If redesigning NEPA is accomplished as proposed, the
Yakama Nation should then be consulted and fully involved.

The Yakama find it difficult to support use of Plutonium in commercial reactor fuel, albeit it may be the
cheapest and most expeditious option for disposal, but also is the highest risk from a security standpoint,
because of the potential for unauthorized diversion of the material. (Low grade bomb making, for instance).

We have related other possible administration methods in past documents relative to Plutonium and other
dangerous materials. The concept of multi-purpose casks may be worth considering, constructed of ductile
iron, lined by recycled contaminated material, which would contain calcined material. This objective would
be relatively cheap, the casks could be used for temporary storage, eventual transportation, and the waste
package for permanent storage. To house such an facility for calcining, the PUREX plant has the melter
capacity and could prove to be an advantage to DOE and the Yakama Nation. DOE funds would be
available for environmental projects at Hanford rather than interim storage. (and security).

The contribution of the Yakama Nation to the parent legislation which became the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA) of 1982, was to effectuate the nuclear waste be moved to a permanent facility, a deep geologic
repository, to prevent a long term liability on the land. This would satisfy legal Treaty obligations and
would render the land usable for all future generations.

The "Holistic Approach to Environmental Management" has been the realm of the YIN for centuries. Far
too long short term studies has dominated the process in restoration activities. The "Holistic" concept
would consider the traditional 'institutional and technical methods and add the 'cultural' component This
triage would include consideration of all elements related to resources affecting restoration and practices.
The traditional methods have historically placed production first and environment last The 'Holistic'
practice would turn this around for remediation and restoration in the long term. We consider, and
recommend, the use of the cultures, since environmental and conservation methods of the Indigenous people
has withstood the test of time.
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Plutonium hot topic
in Tri-Cities, Seatt)e

By WANDA BRIGGS- ~ - .

HIlU:IIldwriter

Plutonium - it's explosive, toxic, radioac-
tive and will remain dangerous almostforev-
er.

Some people think it's an unlimited source
of energy, others believe it's a tool for terror.

No one agrees on the way it should be per-
manently be stored.

A. twe>day discussion about how this
nation's plutonium stockpile should be
transported and protected will begin Thurs-
day in Kennewick and Friday in Seattle.

The discussion in Kennewick will feature
Nikolai Egorov. deputy minister oCthe Russ-
ian Minisay of Atomic Energy.

Washington Gov. Mike Lowry and Tom
Grumbly, assistant secretary for Environ-
mental Management for the U.S. Depart-
ment ofEnerg)', will attend the Friday night
session in Seattle. '
. "Plutonium Roundtable: Risks and Solu-
tions." is sponsored by Washington Physi-
cians for Social Responsibility and the
Washington state League of Women V~ters.

In the Tri-eities, a panel oCe.'tl)erts Wlll out-
line problems and proposed solutions
Thursday night. followed by a workshop tbe
next morning to give the public a chance to
comment.

The panel discussion begins at 6:30 p.m. at
Cavanaugh's, 1101 N. ColU1J1biaCenter ~lvd ..
Kennewick. Friday'S workshop also IS at
Cavanaugh's from 8 a.m. to noon.

Sponsors say the problem is what to do
with stockpiles of the highly toxic metal esti-
mated to measure 370 metric tons.

Washington \\;11 p'lay a key role in any
national solution because Hanford stores
much ofthe nation's plutonium stockpile.

The meetings are meant to present options
fortransponation. storage and disposal. and
to frame issues and values of concern to the
citizens of the Northwest. according to BettY
Tabbutt. who represents the League of
Women Voters on the Hanford Advisory
Board. .

The meetings are open to the public at no
charge.

Thursday's session begins at 6:30 p.m. with
remarks from Egorov. .

Panelists during the i:15-8:30 p.m. session
are Tom Cochran. :-1atural Resources
Defense Council: John Honekamp. Pacific
Northwest Laboratory; Arjun Makhiiani.

Institute for Energ)' :lud E:l\'i"(lnt~11:lltal
Research and Richard WiIsl')lI fj( H:ll~::l:·.!
University.

Additional comments will ':I)!l:l: il'!)I~1.\1
Conklin. state Department of Health. Bill
Counsi!, Washington Public Power Supply
System: Mike Grainey, Oregon Department
of Energy; RuSsell Jim. Yakama Inciian
:-iation: Mike Lawrence. Paiarito Scientific
Corp.: Donna Powaukee. Nez Perce Tribe:
John Savage. Oregon Department ofEne~.
andJ.R. Wilkinson. Confederated Tribes ;)f
the Umatilla Indian Reservation.

Counsil. who will represent the nuclear
utility industry during the question·a!~d-
answer session also will pro\'ide an updute
on the supply system's ability to test a new
CUeldesign in Plant 2 at Hanford using ami:,·
ture oCplutonium. from excess t:.S. defense
stockpiles and uranium. com'entiona! reac·
tor fuel.

Concurrent workshops in Kennewick and
Seattle \vill deal \vith implications for the
:'lorthwest. proliferation and international
cooperation. and development of a farsight-
ed political process including public
involvement.

Organizations supporting the roundt<lble
include Washington Department ot'Ecoio~·.
Hanford Environmental Action League. l'.S.
Department of Energy, Institute for Ener~)'
and Environmental Research. Westinghouse
Hanford Co.. Sierra Club. Oregon Depart-
ment of Energy, Heart of Americ3 ),'ol'th·
west t:niversity of Washington. Scho('\l of
Public Health & Community ~ledicll~e. ~I;l!l-
ford Advisory !roarc\.
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Grumbly, Lowry
will miss a.lot
. Tom Grumbly and JIike Lowry are busy people but
they made a poor decision not to come to the Tri-Cities
this time around.

Instead. they will attend only the second half-the
Seattle halt -ofa public symposium. "Plutonium
Roundtable: Risks and Solutions." Frida>' night The
first part of the symposium begins here this evening
and resumes Friday morning.

Ofcourse , like Lowry, Grumbly is no stranger here.
He has made a number ofvisitS since becoming head
of the cleanup program for the Department ofEnergy.
He has shown broad and deep understanding ofHan-
ford's problems and potential. That reputation, while
earne~ needs careful tending.

With Hanford layoffs at 4.800by December. the
commuIiity is hungry for news of the future. It cannot
be faulted ifit wornes about such information from
the top being passed along from Seattle.

The two-day, two-city program is sponsored by
Washington Physicians for Social Responsibili~' and
the Washington League ofWomen Voters. It \vill
address how the nation's plutonium stockpile should
be transported and protected. Much of that stockpile is
at Hanford.

Speaking at the opening session at Cavanaugh's
will be Nikolai Egorov, deputy minister of the Russian
Ministry ofAtomic Energy. Other important speakers
Willbe here. including Mike Lawrence. formermanag-
er ofDOE at Hanford and now president ofPajarito
Scientific Corp. ofLos Alamos, N.M..a subsidiary of
British Nuclear Fuels Inc.

Bill Counsil. president of the Washington Public
Power Supply System. will provide an updat-e on a pro~
posal to mix surplus plutonium from the defense
stockpile with commercial uranium fuel for W:\ "P·2 to
reduce the stockpile and reduce costs for electricity.

The most important part of the Plutonium Round·
table won't be the closing in Seattle b'ut the discus-
sions that lead up to it.

Grumbly and Lowry will be missing a lot by not
coming. And Tri -Citians. who ordinarily don't wear
their feelings on their sleeves. will miss having them
here.

When the subject is Hanford. it's important that
Hanford be involved every step of the way.
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~he plutonium di~pJnal
W·ashington residents have ,States - ~,its' pl~toiU,urilmore as :

,,' , an opportunity to influence' a valuable economic resoUrce than as I
the federal governm~nfs', an ever~ scourge on hUmanity. ':' \

': " dE7isionon what to do with ~The m~'~ed1ire~~ri'i'iS'to:" ::,
plutomun:t bemg removed fro~ U.S. " .' prevent weapons-grade phitoni~ ",:;.
~nd Russum nuclear warheads, thanks from the warheads from being sold on
tp't.he end of the Cold War. the black market or stolen by terrorist
, . A two-day forum on the latest groups or being obtained by ,outlaw
nuclear dilemma sponsored by the 'states. In its present state, t!left of the
'League of Women Voters of Washing- material is a relatively safe procedure. 1
,ton and Washington Physicians for MethodSof ~it unsafe to steal ~
SOCialResponsibility starts tomorroW will be among topics ~,.' -.:' I"
at 6:30 p.m. at The Mountaineers', 300 '- . ,-, ~-"'~'~~''''."I''''~,.'
Third Ave.W. . - So~e 2~ m~c tons of weapons- -:

The sessions will examine the un- ' grade mate~ :MIl, be.removed from {;
pleasant options and what they might 'w,eaPO!1S'~ stockpUes?fJ?luto- ~.
mean for Washington residents, who mum, mCI~ waste ~m Civilian R
already are burdened with the Hanford re53&2ctors,~otal 7languis0m~hc !o~;, Anhin°ther~
Nuclear Reservation's monumental nu- metric t~ns , . In was g- ii
dear contamination and who likely ton state alone, largely ~ th~ form of f
also will find themselves participating spent ~clear fuel that.15~d - on !
in the solution to the nuclear problem. poor ~dence .- to be destined !or 1
: ,A panel of experts, including Niko- .deep d~al InNevada. All of.It must r
lin E~orov,deputy minister of the '. be rendered .unusable f~~~e~ponry r
'Russian Federation on Atomic Energy, and safely.disposed..;"" i " _ ,~',

;will participate. Whatever options are Whatever solution is chosen, citi- 1
chosen by the United States, they must zens who will live'~ the conse- J
be acceptable to the Russian govern- quences for thousands of years must .
ment, which - unlike the United have their say in it _ " ." ..f'" f
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Nukes arid the public
EVEN a few years ago, a "Strong case was made for secrecy suiroUn~g

the nation's nuclear arsenal and the production of weapons-grade
plutonium. Now that the arms ra£e"is over, the question is how to "

dispose of that material. And secrecy is no"longer necessary or appropriate.
That's why a broad-based coalition has set up "three days of public panels and

workshops beginning tonight in the Tri-Cities then moving to Seattle."
More than 500 tons of highly radioa~ive plutonium is stored at Hanford,

with more due to be removed from dismantled weapons. Hundreds more tons
are stored in TeXas, in Europe and Russia and former Soviet Bloc nations. The
stuff is frighteningly toxic, vulnerable to terrorism, and could remain' so for
thousands of years - unless good decisions are made iIi the near future: "

Public health and international security are at risk. Citizens should have a
say in deciding what to do. Which is the safest way to dispose of the material?
Glassification?Dilute it with non-weapons grade materials? Shoot it into
space? And how will our decisions affect plutonium policy in the volatile
politics of Russia? <":;:. '.

These are among the questions to be explored at the "Plutonium
Roundtable," cosponsored by groups rangirig from the League of Women
Voters and Physicians for Social Responsibility to the Sierra Club and
Westinghouse Hanford Corp. ~ ,

A Seattle panel discussion begins at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow at The
Mountaineers, 300 Third Ave. W. A public workshop follows at 8 a.m.
Saturday. Both sessions are free and open to the public.

Seattle timu editorial writers are Rq~sAntie1'Son.Joni Balter, Mindy Cameron. La~ Dickie, Don Hannula,
Terry T"4ngand James Vesely.Othe" wmbers 01the editorial board are Frank A Bletllen, William K Blethen
and Robert C. Blethen.· Reader responseline, 464-8479.

l/i
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·Experts probe
plutonium problem

By WANDA BRIGGS
HIIald staff WIiIer

A dozen experts gathered around a table
Thursday night in Kennewick to talk about
how to get rid of the Cold War's plutonium
stockpiles.

Proposals were complex and political,
underlined with fear that countries, now
friends. could turn once again to foes.

Nikolai Egorov, deputy minister of the
Russian Federal on Atomic Energy, was on
the hot seat during much of the four-hour
debate, facing questions about nuclear thefts.
nuclear deaths and nuclear damage to Rus-
sia's environment.

Russia wants to bum its plutonium stoc~-
pile, an objective shared by several on the

. : Plutonium Roundtable panel, including Bill
Counsil, managing director of Washington
state's only commercial reactor. Counsil
off'ered that Richland plant as a burn site.

Itwas 5a.m.Russian time wbenEgorovintro-
duced himself to the audience of about 120
people. At that time. he's usually asleep, he
said. "But the problem ofplutonium is becom-
ing so seri9us in my country that it keeps me
awake," he said through a translator.

However. plutonium isn't just Russia's
problem. The United States has about 100
tons of stockpiled weapons-grade plutonium,
about two-thirds of which was produced at
Hanford. About 11 tons of plutonium
remained stored at Hanford. with the majori-
t). of this nation's supply in Texas.

''The U.S. won't give up its stockpile when
Russia is still producing plutonium," said
Tom Cochran. of the Natural Resources
Defense Council. "SOhow will we ever get rid
of all this plutonium from weapons?"

Production ofplutonium began 5O)'earsago
and continued until the Cold War.Russia and
the United States have agreed to stop pluto-
nium production for nuclear weapons. but

each country must now decide what to do
~ith what's left over. .

Somepeople such as Counsil think piutoni-
um is an unlimited source of ene~·. while
others. like Aliun l\Iakhijani of the Institute
for Energy and Emironmental Research.
believe it could be a tool for terror.

Egorov said Russia's stockpile can fuel an
economy strained by the 1992breakup ofthe
former Soviet Union. "Ideally, we should
develop the type of reactor - it would take
twoor three in each of our countries to burn
our supplies in 10or 15years." he said.

Makhijani opposes burning plutonium.
Instead. it ought to be vitrified and turned
into hardened glass. he said.

"Butthere is no good solution without lead-
ership from the top" in the United States and
Russia. and that's lacking, he said.

Harvard University Professor Richard Wil-
son agreed. The slowness of the Clinton
administration to deal with what the National
AcademyofScience described as a "clear and
present danger," is "appalling," Wilsonsaid.

About a year from now the Department of
EneItY will decide its preferred method for
plutonium disposaL

And.Hanford could playa significant role.
The Washington Public Power Supply Sys-

tem wants to do a test burn in Plant No.2 next
year. And the two-thirds-finished Plant 1 in
Richland is another opti on. Counsil said.

Speakers Thursday included Mike
Lawrence. who managed Hanford for the
DOEwhen defense production was shutting
down.Lawrence said burning is the best way
todestroy plutonium.

"1'11never live to see the dar when those
people in Washington state agree on nuclear
power.but I think you could get an agreement
on Washington's role in the disposal ofpluto·
nium." he said. .

The program continues from 8 a.m. to noon
today at Cavanaugh's in Kennewick.
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Des~roYlngpluton~urn . (
won't halt Hanford cleanup ,/

By WANDA BRIGGS
HerIId SId wrlIlIt Xuclear engineer William Ruhlman said

doing nothing with the stockpile is not an
option.

~[ost plutonium is c10selr guarded at a
federal site in Texas that sits at the mouth of
the rh'er :hat irrigates the Panhandle
breadbasket - and at the end of an airport
ronwalo',Ruhlman said.

Alan Waltar. former president of the
American :'iuclear Society. said Hanford
doesn't have favored-child status with Con-
gress. "That's a political reality and I don't
think we can accomplish cleanup (until) we
show ... the investments that have been
made at Hanford will help solve national
problems:'
. But solving national problems byproduc-

ing plutonium dUring World War II is what
caused the Hanford's environmental mess ~
a project costing upward ofS1OObillion that
will take about four decades to complete.

:-fa eaS>'plutonium disposal choices exist.
And solving the problem won't be cheap.
although estimates are uncertain. The Clin-
ton administration is considerinl using plu-
tonium as an energy source - which the
Washington Public Power Supply System's
Plant No.2 could use - bmying it in a deep
hole at unfinished repository at Yucca
~Iountain in Nevada. or turning it into glass
lop. The plutonium could be mixed into a
fuel form at Hanford's Fuels Materials
E.umination Facility.

Several people at Friday'S meeting urged
DOE not to go ahead with plans to sell·
the facilit):

Using the plutonium as fuel could drive
down the cost of power produced in the sup-
pl)' S}'Stemreactor,

WPPSS ufficials want to combine spend-
ing cuts already planned with savings
gained from burning plutonium to dri\'e the
cost oi~o, 2 electricity from a current esti·
mate of2.8 cents a lcilowatt-hourto 1.j cents,

Environmental cleanup must not be
stalled if the Department of Energy decides
next year to destroy the nation's plutonium
stockpile at Hanford.

"In fact, cleanup should be enhanced:',
Oil. Chemical and Atomic Workers local
union boss Jim Watts said Friday at the last
oethe two-liay conference on plutonium in
Kennewick.

His opinion was universally shared by .
about 80 people at four sessions who grap-
pled with complex and political issues sur-
rounding disposal of 110 tons ofstockpiled
weapons-grade plutonium.

The. session Watts and about 30 others
attended dealt with implications to the
Northwest of using Hanford to store or bum
tOxic leftovers from nearly a half-centulj· of
defense production.

Does HaDford have a moral obligation to
deal with what's an international problem?
asked Lynn Stembridge. director of the
Spokane-based Hanford Education Action
League.

"On one side. there is a consensus for no
more nuclear waste in this state:' she said,
"Yet on the other side is the agreement that
ridding this nation of excess plutonium is
crucial and that Hanford may be better suit-
ed than other parts of the country."

Mark Hermanson. a Westinghouse Han-
ford Co. worker who serves on the Hanford
Advisory Board. agreed Hanford employ·
ees have the technicallmow·how to safely
handle plutonium disposal. but said com·
pensation has to.be part of any bargain.

Watts agreed.
"I recognize Hanford will be the nation's

dump site fora longtime bec3usewe· ••.e g~[
the bigest problem right here. But thIS
paralysis of action is keeping us from doing
anything - it's never going to end unless it
starts," he said.

Once the effort to get rid of plutonium
begins. community leaders s~ou1d leve~ge
money they put into that proJect to prOVide
stable funding for the current cleanup pro-
gram. Watts said.
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Surplus plutonium warheads may be destined for Hanford

R
."dent. of W••••ln••on ••• e_, already

I buiel •.nod .11 'b. lIanlo.d Nue"'a. Res •.",a·
I lion with the wfslt.rn world's most volum-
: inous concentration of nuelPlr wa~le. may
: b< gined wilh tvon mo.e 01 Ihe deadly

lonove", 01 Ihe arms .ace.
Alte. ye.", 01 adamanl relusallo accepl

more Il( 'he nalion's nuclear droppings IllIanlord,
!uddonly Washington residenls are conlronling Ihe
possibility Ihat il may nonetheless
h.ppen.
. The lalest nuclear dilemma
lacing liS L<Ihe Devil's own: are we
willing 10 tnlerale any addilionll
ladioac'ive risks al lIanlord lor Ihe
fa~e 01 hailing .he spread 01 nuclear

reapoDS'I Belore we say "No: we neod to
bnde •• land Ihe problems and Iheir
p<,,,,ihle solulions.
:. 'Sinco Ihe ond 01 Ihe Cold War,
Ihe Uniled States and Ru•.•ia have
been redUcing Ihe numb<r 01 nuclear
••••~heods in Iheir a",enals. The
Vnited Siaies has already declared 38 metric Ions 01 ils
~eaJlOns·grade plulonium 10 be surplus. II may be
poSSIble '0 gel as much os 100 melnc Ions oul 01 the
\Vorld's stockpile when all is said and done, which is stiD
considerably less Ihan half 01 what is thought 10 be out
Ihe". This does not include any 01 Ihe civilian,
~olllmercial slores 01 plulonium nor Ihe bomb-making
Itar:!>a.gelanguishing in places such as Hanlord.
• .. Sidi. we bave 10 slart somewhere.
: 11Iis happy evenl has ilS proloundly dark side. though.
Noong Dlher fiendish products 01 wayward human
ingenuily, Ihese warheads contain plulonium, Ihe mosl
ileadly suhstance known 10 mankind. A pencilprick ollhe
tiKht variation 01 il lodged in Ihe lungs is lalal.
• Ironically, Ihe type 01 plulonium now bound up in Ihe
knlpelruil·sized warheads called "pils" accumulating al
Ihe Panl •• decommissioning planl in Amarillo. TeXIS, is
nOI quile deldly enough to prevenl il lrom being stolen.
Irs an exaggeralion 10 say you could slip one inlo your
jJu"," and walk away wilh il and live 10 lell 'he lale, but
nol by much.
; So the first, most urgent order of business is to make
Ihe plulonium then·prool - 10 make il necessary 10 don a
1',oon suit if you mean to steal it
· To do thai, Ihe plulonium unlortunalely has to be
lrealed '0 make it even more poisonous. And when it's
!"ade mOre poisonous, il also can be made practically
Inoperable in bombs, which would end Ihe lemplltion to
kleal il in Ihe fI"'l place.
~ So wh.I'S Ihe problem, you say'
• Would Ihal an)1hing nuclear be so simple

Solveig
Torvili

:- The Seatlle Posl.lnlelligencer Focus seclion
presenls a perspeclive on the news and the
newsmakers. 11offers analysis and background,
debale and opinion. and is wrinen and edited by
Ihe P·I slaff For views of the P-I Editorial Board,
see the next page.~ ~ "

For on •. 'hing, making plulonium unusable in bombs
cann,). hr. done without creating more nude.r waste.
1I0wever, nuclear experts particip.Ung in I plulonlum
roundlable in Seanle lasl weekend asserted Ih.tlhe
amounl would not add signiflcantloxicity 10 Hanford's
radioad ive wasle pile were il 10 be done Ihere.
(Departmenl 01 Energy lacililles al Savannah River. S.C.;
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Idaho Falls, Idaho; Noarillo, Texas,
and Nellada are also under consideration by Ihe
Departmenl 01 Energy lor this honor.)

For anolher problem, the Russilns treasure Iheir
plutonium Ind want 10 use it 10 make electricity, said
Nikolai Egorov, Russian Federalion on Alomic Energy
deputy minisler, He lold particip.nls al the roundllble
Ihal his counlry has paid 100 dear a price lor illo simply
Ihrow it away unused.

This insistence by Ihe Russians on keeping Iheir
warhead plutonium IS fuel for electricity production is a
serious stumbli~ block 10 anns reduction. The Uniled
Stales and Russia must Igree on melhods 10 rid
Ihemselves 01 plulonium. Otherwise each will suspectlhe
Dlher 01 cheallng by storing Ihe plutonium in I lonn thll
laler could be used lor bomb-making, and thaI would
cause Ihe anns reduclion effort to r.i1.

Unlike the Uniled Stales, Ihe Russians used Iheir
nuclear reacto", lor du.1 purposes: .-neration 01
eleetricily Ind building bombs. RUSSII is desperolely poor
Ind frighleningly unslable politically. so rew ore keen to
add 10 Ihe counlry's chaos by suggesting lhe governmenl
him ollihe lil!hIS.

However, II's hardly surprising Ihal in thlt ever· more·
lawless counlJy where anything Ihlt isn't noiled down
seemingly is Ipt 10 be slolen, excess Russion plutonium
already has been spiriled lway to be inlen:epled oUlside
Ihal counlry's borde",. The poor security surrounding
Russia's plutonium slockpile is a enve wonry to
inlemalional anns conlrol officills. who quile rightly feu
it will find ils way inlo Ihe black market llId fllfinlo Ihe
hands ollerrorisl groups or outlaw slales wilh dreadful
consequences.

The Russilns' need lor nuclear fuel 10 make electricity
is one reason why the U,S. JOYernmeot is considering
two radically different solutions to the dlfficullies posed
by lhe plulonium in Ihe discarded ", •• helC1s: pl'OCl!SSi~
il inlo fuel and burning iliO make electricity. or vilrifying
il unused inlo glass logs.

In eilher case, the end product is said - by
govemmenl officials who ought 10 know belter - to be
destined lor tventual pennlnent dispoul II Ihe semi·
fictional deep reposilory II Yucca Mounllin. Nev. A Ihird'
oplion under consideration by the Department of EnellY,
direct disposal into a deep borehole, is considered
unlikely since lhe plutonium ",ould be 100 usily
relrievable by bomb·builde",.

Sadly, burning it in a reoctor would rid humanity 01
only hall ollhe plulonium. The dangerous, more deadly
leftove", called spenl fuel would stiD have 10 be disposed
01 in some way. And lhe efforts al YUCCIMounllin
notwilhslanding, a e1ispoul solution for Ihis high Itvel
nuclear wasle regrenably does not yel exist.

The Dlher relSOn lhal bumin, the plutonium as fuel is
heing considered is Ihlt bolh the Canldilns ("'ho
lortunalely ror us also would keep Ind cope wllh the
resulll~ spenl fuel) and Ihe U.S, commercill nuclear
induslry wanl 10 do il.

~.

AI leasl, William Counsil, who runs Ihe Washioglon
Public Power Supply System's rallering No.2 planl '1
lIanlord. does. Th.1 planl i. threolenea wilh closure by
Bonneville Power Administrolion he.d Randy Hardy
becluse il lakes more money 10 make eleclricily al
WPPSS No.2 Ihan il can be sold lor on Ihe markel.
Counsil argued althe roundtable Ihal his proposal would
al leasl help pay some ollhe govemmenl's cosl lor Ihe
Irouble 01 rendering warhead plulonium unusable lor
weapons.

And, 01 course. il would give WPPSS No, 2 a reason
lor being.

'We're ready 10 ~o. I wish Ihe resl ollhe counlry were
ready 10 go: Counsd lold Ihe galhering. He has applied
to the DOE lor pennission 10 do a lesl bum al WPPSS
No.2 01 whal is called mixed oxide (MOX) luel. which is
Ihe lorm in which the plulonium would be burned.

Hanlord is "a logical place" 10 !Urn the warheads inlO
MOX fuel. said Thomas Cochran, a highly.respected
nuclear expert wilh Ihe Natural Resources Delense
Council whn also participaled in the session. While Ihal
processing slep would add slightly 10 Hanlord's garbage
pile, Ihe major addillon 10 Ihe cleanup job would be Ihe
decommissinning ollhe radioactive MOX planl where lhe
fuel was made. he said.

"ThaI's a small price 10 pay, in my view. BUllhen I
live in Washington, D.C.: Cochran conceded.

F: -
~. The Deparlmeot 01 Energy is studying how and
iI.,·where 10 dispose 01 warhead pIulonium declared
Ie surplus as a rasutl of the nUclear 8ImS raduclion

Ire8Iy s;gnad by the UnIIed Slates with the
Russian Federation. Hanford Is iImong live siles

. undar consk1enltlon where peit of this lask may be
carried oul

To raise public ewareness ollhe possible
implicalioos lor \his slala and 10 promote public
participaUon In the dec:islorHnaldng, the league 01
Women Voters of Washington and Washington

• Physicians for Social Responsibility lesl week
. convened a plutonium roundlable in R/cIlIand and
, Seallle. It leatured leading. natIonaUy-recognized

nuclear 81lpe<ts, repruentalives from DOE, stala
and lribal governmenls and private organizations.

If Ihe MOX luel were Ihen also hurned al WPPSS No.
2 10 make electricity ralher Ihan Shipped elsewhere lor
burning. 01 cou",e, it ",ould add 10 the spenl fuel slorage
and disposal problem alreldy lacing lhis stale.

Mike lawrence. ronner mlnlger 01 the Hanlord
nuclear rese",alion and now president 01 Pajlrito
Scientilic Corp. in Los Alamos. N.M, concurred: ".
pe",onally believe thaI plulonium burning is Ihe beSl way
10 do il: h•. said, alludin, 10 the nuclear weapons
prolileralion Ihreal. "II's Irreve",ible."

Ha",ard Unive",ity's nuclear expert Richard Wilson
also lavo", turning Ihe plulonium into MOX fuel lor
burning "If you wish lor jobs al lIanford, mix oxide
fuel: he advised dryly.

Nol allihe experts al the conlerence were so
accepling ollhe MOX bumi~ solution, however. Arjun
Makhija.!'i 01 the Inslitule lor Energy and Environmenlal

•

Research look vigorous exceplion to it
Plutonium i~a highly uneconomk source of power. he

said, and no one can arJUe with Ihat. 8ul it may have Ihe
advanlage 01 givinlllhe nOlion's less 'han robusl •
cOhlmerci.d nuclear indu~ a new lease on life Ihal
could lasl as long as pluloRlum does.

Countries such as Britain and France (hat are
reprocessing nuclrar malerials inlo fuel are doing so
solely wi.h Ihe subsidy o( laxrayer money because
compelltively i: doesn'l penci oul, he .aid. "I've yet 10 se,'
• Iree markeler lake il on."

Indeed. il burning warh~ads hecontes Ihe Solulion, the
govemmenl may well have 10 pay Ihe commemal nuclea,
induslry 10 lake Ihe plulonium oil ils hands, DOE
officials admil.

The Uniled Siales alone has had a policy againsl
reprocessing nuclear malerials inlO fuel due 10 lea", Ihal
il opens the door 10 nuclear weapons prolileralion "I
don'l believe Ihis government can be credible il il
advocales Ihe use 01 MOX fuels Or advueates Ihe use
anywhere else'- Makhijani said.

Despile some advanlages 01 burning ..... it wllUld
creale an infraslruclure lor Ihe long· term use 01
plutonium a5 a fuel in civilian power frlanes" that now us,.
u",nium. "This is highly undesirable rom a non· '
proliCeration standpoint and has no economic adlianlages
whalsor.ver: Makhijani said.

lie advocales vitrification. Ihal is, immobilizing Ihe
plulonium in glass. To become unusable lor weapons, lilt'
plulonium probably would have 10 be mixed wilh SOme
nuclear maleriallhal would resull in making it as de.dly
and unusahle in weapons as il would have been il il ha.!
been burned and turned into spent furl in a readnr.
Olherwis~, il would be accessible (or relrievallor
weapons use.

A vilrificalion planl is scheduled lor consirucll')o ••
Hanlord. chieOy 10 deal wilh Ihe highly radioaetiv,
liquid5 slored in underground tanks. \I could be de5igne<1
10 accommodate thr warhead conversion.

And since lhe vilrification pl.nl will be buill in any:
case. Ihe vilrificalion solution would not Idd \0 Ihe
invenlory 01 huildings thaI would have 10 he
decontaminaled and disposed ollal".

Cochran mainlains Chal "an 3nraetive option (or
Hanlord" would be to hire a commercialfinn 10 butld an·
operale a vilrilication planl .nd lor Ihe DOE 10 mn.Jify
Hanford's Fuel and Malerial Examinalinn Facilily 10 mi .•
plulonium with delense wasles prior 10 deliv •.ry 10 Ihe
commercial firm for vitriflealion.

II any part ollhe warhead plulonium problem comes
home 10 roost al Hanford. cer1ain assurances must be
casl in concrele, Gov. Mike lowry told Ihe galhering.

The chiel one, he correctly said. is Ihal Ihere be '
congres5ionally.lamper·prool quid·pro-quo guaranlees fo
lhe decades· long Hanlord cleanup eflorl. NOlhing Ihal is
done about the warheads must in any way inlerfere ",ith
or reduce fundinll lor 'hal long·delayed work.

As we Washin.,onians sort oullhis issue in Ihe
coming monlhs, we <hould keep one Ihing in mind: Ih••
are no ll00d answe", when il comes 10 coping wilh .he
dangerous allermalh ollhe world's nuclear delUSion.
There are nnlv had choices eo he made among worse
ones.



Plutonium
burning
meeting
set in D.C.

The Washin~on Public ~owe,r
Supply S)"Stem's director 01 e~gl-
neering plans :0 attend a meetlng
Thursday to hear tentati\"e federal
plans to bW'Ilweapons·grade piuta-
mum.

Joe Burn. who has bee!l leading
plaDDing to prepare a WP~SS pro-
posal to possibh'use plutonium fuel
at the ~o. 2 nuc!ear plant north of
Richland, will attend the \\·ashing·
ton, D.C~mee~

When peace broke out after the
Cold War, the t:':lited States pulled
about 220.000 pounds of plutonium
out ofwarheads. There are twolead-
ing options to deal with it
• Mix the plutotium in moiten glass.
a process calleci \iaitication. ,
• Burn a portion oeit in commerc::al
nuclear·. reac~ors. lea\ing the
remajnjngplutomwn so radioacti\'e
terrorists would ha\'e great difficul·
ty usilli it for atomic weapons.

The meeting. sponsored by DOE
and the Xuclea= ::ne~' ~titute.:5
DOE's attempt :0 ··test :te water:'
said George 7:lpper. i ',\-PPSS
spokesman.

"1 think they:-e interesi:ed rigot
now in seeing:f =.=lyone',in ±e indus-
try) is mterestec in Pur5te:,.g!t."Tup-
per said .
. In August. W??SS suc~itted an
unsolicited pro;-::sal to DOEotreri~g
to test plutoniur.·mixed :'::e1rods 10
plant Xo. 2 aile:-:!S schec~ied :998
refueling and o'..::age. '

DOEhas not :'!sponded :0 the pro·
posal. Tupper said. ,

WPPSS is in:c:ested in bUrtllng
plutonium in piant No.2 for se\'eral
reasons. but a ::1ajorone is the fuel
might be free.

WPPSS exec~tives estimate if
plantXo. 2 were to burn piutonium.
they could lower the cost oielecmc·
ity from a cu.-rent estimate of
2.8cents a kilowatt·hourto as low as
1.7cents a kilowatt-hour, That would
make ~-PPSS power some of the
cheapest in the :-egion.

DOEsays it expects to make adeci-
, sion between ~urning or \itntica·
tion nen summer.
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Opinions sought on
Tri-Party pact changes

informall}' \nll be assig.'1edto the
By1heHeraidsta1f Inter .•~enc}' ~Ianagement In~e.

gration Team. rather:.ban the ~lS'
Changes are being proposed in pute Resolution Committee.which

the Hanford cleanup agreement would be eliminated.
aimed at cutting costs. reduCing· "These chanees demonstrate
red tape and speeding decisions. cOllIidence by both DOE head.

The U.S.Department ofEne~, quarters and the regulators that
U.s. Environmenta~ Protection our project :nanagers can get on
Agency and Washington state with cleanup:' Hanford manager
Department oC Ec.ology want to JOMWagoner said ~Ionda}·.
hem: from.the public on p~posed The dratl amendments will be
m~c:ations to the Tri·Pany submitted for public review duro
~ment. '. iug a 45-daycomment period start.

The planned ~es mclude. ing~ov.l.1'he three agencies have
.' A: 'new smgl~ regulatory agreed to immediately implement
approach, where. WIthfew excep- the changes.
tiou, either EPA or the Depart- .. - d
meat of'Ecologywill be lead regu- ~ ISthe urn consen~ o~ ~r
latorfor eac:hcleanup milestone. modined to retlect EP:'\.~~~l~'

Th nl d 'II ~ener trator Carol Bro\\'t1er-s.alrecme
, e no .ea agency W1 • •• - for single regulators at federal

allynot be Involved, allo~ing cuts 't ". 'd EP' -"~onal admims.i.n.••~n:;-09andfastereO\ironmen. SI es ~al ...•.•- ••
tal•••.••.•';""'6 tratorChuck Clarke.

reVlews. 'I bl '
• Streamlining of the dispute ~Iore inior:na~on ~sa\'~ a e oy
process. Under this ?ian. TPA c.3lling the Hamora toll'iree hot·
i!sues that can not be agreed to hne: 300-321-200&.


